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1. Object-Oriented Programming in APLX v4 
 

Introduction 

APLX Version 4 adds object-oriented programming facilities to the core APL language.  
These facilities are broadly similar to those implemented in other object-oriented 
programming languages (such as C++, C#, Java, or Ruby), but with the difference that APL’s 
array-programming approach applies to classes and objects in the same way as it applies to 
ordinary data.  In addition, the APLX implementation is fully dynamic, that is to say classes 
and objects can be changed at run-time or when debugging.  

Classes and Objects 

The fundamental building block for object-oriented programming in APLX Version 4 is the 
class.  For example, in a commercial invoicing application, a given class might represent the 
attributes and behavior of an Invoice, and another class might represent a CreditNote.  In an 
application concerned with geometry, a class might represent a Sphere, or a Rectangle, or a 
Polygon.  A class contains definitions both for program logic (functions and operators, 
known collectively as the methods of the class), and for data (named variables associated 
with the class, known as properties).  The term members is used to describe both the 
properties and methods of a class. 
 
In most cases, when you come to use a class, you need to create an instance of that class, also 
known as an object.  Whereas the class represents an abstraction of (say) an Invoice, or a 
Sphere, or a Rectangle, an object represents a particular invoice, sphere or rectangle.  
Typically, you may have many instances of a given class, each containing independent copies 
of data (properties), but all supporting the same program logic (methods). 
 
To make this clearer, let’s use an example of a class representing a Circle. To keep things 
simple initially, we will give the Circle class a single property representing the radius of the 
circle. 
 
There are a number of ways to create the Circle class, but for now just enter the following 
APL. 
 
      'Circle' ŒIC 'radius' 
   
This has created a new class, which we can see by using the )CLASSES system command,  
which is analogous to )FNS and )VARS: 
 
      )CLASSES 
Circle 
 
To create an instance of the Circle class, you typically use APL’s  ŒNEW system function: 
 

FirstCircle„ŒNEW Circle 
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This has created a new instance (object) and assigned a reference to it in the variable 
FirstCircle: 
 
      )VARS 
FirstCircle 
 
If you try to inspect the new object, APL will display it in the following format by default. 
Note that the object is displayed by showing its class name in square brackets.  
 
      FirstCircle 
[Circle] 
 
We can also display the class itself, in which case APL uses curly brackets: 
 
      Circle 
{Circle} 
 
Now let’s assign a value to the new circle object’s radius: 
 
      FirstCircle.radius„10 
      FirstCircle.radius 
10 
 
Note the dot-notation used to specify the object and property being assigned. Except that it’s 
a member of the object FirstCircle, the radius property behaves like any other APL variable: 
 
 ¼ FirstCircle.radius  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
      FirstCircle.radius=20 
0 
      )VARS 
FirstCircle 
 
(The last example shows that ‘radius’ is not an independent variable). 
 
We can also create a vector containing five different circles: 
 
      CircleList„ŒNEW ¨5½Circle 
      CircleList 
[Circle] [Circle] [Circle] [Circle] [Circle] 
 
It is possible to set the radii of all of the circles in the same statement: 
 
      CircleList.radius„10 50 20 30 20 

CircleList.radius 
10 50 20 30 20 
      CircleList.radius=20 
0 0 1 0 1 
 
Notice that APL lists the radius values for all five circles in a single vector, which can be 
used in expressions. 
 
We could also specify all the radii using a single scalar, in which case the scalar is assigned 
to the radius property in each object using a process known as scalar extension: 
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      CircleList.radius„20 
      CircleList.radius 
20 20 20 20 20 
 
Note that the value supplied must either be a scalar, or must match the list of objects in shape 
and length: 
 
 CircleList.radius„1 2 3 
LENGTH ERROR 
      CircleList.radius„1 2 3 
      ^ 
 
You cannot access a property if it does not exist in the class definition. For example: 
 
      FirstCircle.Colour„'Red' 
VALUE ERROR 
      FirstCircle.Colour„'Red' 
      ^ 
 
To add a new property it is necessary to modify the class definition, which we will cover in 
more detail later. 
 

*** 
 
Now let’s add a method called ‘Area’ to our Circle class. Again, there are many ways of 
editing classes in APLX, but for now you can use the following: 

 
)EDIT Circle.Area  

 
Use the editor to create the following method: 
 

        ’R„Area 
[1] R„(±1)×radius*2 
    ’ 

 
(You do not enter the ’ characters or line number when using the editor window). 
 
We can now call our new method using the following notation (Notice that the new method 
can be applied to existing objects!) : 
 
      FirstCircle.Area 
314.1592654 
 
Within the method, the object’s radius can be referred to directly as just ‘radius’, without 
using dot notation. APL knows that the Area method has been called for the object 
FirstCircle, and hence uses the radius value contained in the object. 
 
Again, if you have a list of objects you can apply the same method to each one. 
 
     CircleList.radius„10 50 20 30 20 
     CircleList.Area       
314.1592654 7853.981634 1256.637061 2827.433388 1256.637061 
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Internally, APL will call the ‘Area’ method on each of the objects in turn, in the order in 
which they occur in the object list. If it encounters an error during evaluation, the error will 
be signalled to the caller and the execution of the statement will end. If you correct the error 
and continue, APL will call the method for the remaining objects. 
 
It is also possible to have vectors containing references to objects of different classes. 
Suppose that we have a new class called Square, in addition to our Circle class. Provided that 
Square also has a class method called Area, you could type: 
 
      FirstSquare„ŒNEW 'Square' 
      ShapeList „FirstCircle,FirstSquare 
      ShapeList 
[Circle] [Square] 
      ShapeList.Area 
314.1592654 100 
 
Note that there is not necessarily any relationship between the Area methods in the Circle and 
Square classes. 
 

*** 
 
What would happen if we create a new Circle object and immediately try to display its 
‘radius’ property? 
 
      AnotherCircle„ŒNEW Circle 
      AnotherCircle.radius 
VALUE ERROR 
      AnotherCircle.radius 
      ^ 
 
Because the radius property of the new object has not been assigned, we get a VALUE 
ERROR; the new object is incomplete. Is there some way we can ensure that only 
completely-built objects are created by ŒNEW? 
 
 One way in which this can be done is to add a new class method called a Constructor. This 
is an APL method which has the same name as the class. The APL interpreter will call the 
constructor method automatically when a new object is created.  
 
The Constructor for the Circle class might look something like this: 
 

    ’Circle R 
[1] radius„R 
    ’ 

 
Note: We haven’t worried too much yet about how to edit APL classes. This will be covered 
in detail in a later section, which describes APLX’s powerful new class editor. For now, if 
you want to experiment with adding this constructor to your class, try: 
  
 )EDIT Circle.Circle 
 
The constructor method we added takes a right argument, which is the initial value of the new 
circle object’s radius. To create the circle, the value is passed as an argument to ŒNEW: 
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      AnotherCircle„ŒNEW Circle 100 
      AnotherCircle.radius 
100 
 
In some object-oriented languages, constructors are the only way of assigning initial values to 
properties. In APLX, it is also possible to specify the default value of any properties in the 
class definition. Instead of using a constructor, we could have changed our Circle class to 
specify that all new Circle objects should have an initial radius value of 10. This is discussed 
further in the section Types of Property. 
 
 

*** 
 
As well as user-defined methods like Area above, each object/class can make use of a number 
of system methods. There are a large number of these, but for now we will just note two. The 
system method  ŒCLASSNAME returns the name of an object’s class as a character vector.  
 
      FirstCircle.ŒCLASSNAME 
Circle 
 
The system method ŒNL can be used to discover the names of the methods and properties in a 
class: 
 
      Circle.ŒNL 3 
Area 
      Circle.ŒNL 2 
radius 
 
ŒNL can also be used with an object reference: 
  
      FirstCircle.ŒNL 3 
Area 
      FirstCircle.ŒNL 2 
radius 
 

Inheritance 

Suppose that we wanted to re-write our example to handle two types of shape, Circle and 
Square.  
 
One way to do this would be to use a general class called Shape. We could add a property 
which specified the type of shape (0 for Circle, 1 for Square), and we could add an ‘Area’ 
method something like this: 
 

    ’R„Area 
[1] :If type=0 

   [2]    © Circle 
   [3]    R„(±1)×radius*2 

[4] :Else 
   [5]    © Square 
   [6]    R„sidelength*2 

[7] :EndIf 
    ’ 
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However, in object-oriented programming there is a much more elegant way to do this, by 
using Inheritance. 
 
When you define a class, you can specify that it inherits from another class. The new class is 
said to be the child, and the class it inherits from is the parent or base class.  Inheritance 
means that (unless you explicitly change their definition), all of the properties and methods 
defined in the parent class are also available in the child class.  This works for further levels 
of inheritance as well, so that methods and properties can be inherited from the immediate 
parent, or from the parent’s parent, and so on.   The terms derived classes or descendants are 
sometimes used to denote the children of a class, and the children’s children, and so on.  
Similarly, the term ancestors of a class is used to denote the parent, parent’s parent, and so 
on. 
 
For example, you might have a class Shape, representing an abstract geometric shape.  This 
might have properties called ‘X’ and ‘Y’ giving the center point of the shape, and methods 
called ‘Move’ and ‘Area’. 
 
A Circle class might inherit from Shape, introducing further properties such as ‘radius’. 
Equally, a class Polygon might also inherit from Shape, and further classes Triangle and 
Square inherit from Polygon.   All of the classes Circle, Polygon, Triangle and Square are 
derived from Shape.  Because of the way inheritance works, they would all include the 
properties X and Y, and the methods Move and Area. 
 
When a class inherits from another, you can specify that the definition of a given method of 
the parent (or the initial value of a property) is different in the child class. In our example, 
you would need to supply a different definition of the Area method for a Circle and a Square. 
This is known as overriding the method.   
 
 Definition of the Area method in the Circle class: 
 
          ’R„Area 

[1] R„(±1)×radius*2 
    ’ 

 
 Definition of the Area method in the Square class: 
 
          ’R„Area 

[1] R„sidelength*2 
    ’ 

 
For classes defined in APLX, all methods can be overridden, and all methods are virtual, that 
is to say if method A in a base class calls another method B, and the second method B is 
overridden in a child class, then running method A in the child class will cause the overridden 
version of B to be called, not the version of B defined in the parent. 
 
APLX uses an inheritance model known as single inheritance. This means that a child class 
can be derived from only one parent (which may itself derive from another class, and so on). 
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User-defined, System and External classes 

APLX Version 4 supports the following types of class:  
 
• User-defined classes, written in APL (also known as ‘Internal’ or just ‘APL’ classes) 
 
• ‘System’ classes, which are built-in to the APLX interpreter in the same way as System 

functions.  System classes are currently used mainly for user-interface programming, and 
replace the older ŒWI syntax. 

 
• ‘External’ classes, written in other languages. These include: 
 

i. The .Net environment (including the .Net frameworks, and other classes written in 
C# or Visual Basic) 

ii. Java 
iii. Ruby 
iv. Custom classes written in C++ or other languages 

Object References and Class References 

When you create an object, i.e. an instance of a class (using the system function ŒNEW as 
described below), the explicit result that is returned is not the object itself, but a reference to 
the object.  This reference is held internally as just a number, an index into a table of objects 
which APLX maintains in the workspace.  If you assign the reference to another variable, the 
object itself is not copied; instead, you have two references to the same object.  This is 
discussed in more detail below. 
 
Of course, because APLX is an array language, you can have arrays of object references, and 
you can embed object references in nested arrays along with other data.  For example, you 
might have an array containing references to hundreds of Rectangle objects. 
 
You can also have a reference to a Class.  This makes it possible for general functions to act 
on classes without knowing in advance which class applies. 

The Null object 

As its name implies, the Null object is a special case of an object, which has no properties 
and no methods of its own (although System methods may apply to it).  A reference to the 
Null object displays in the special form: 
 
[NULL OBJECT] 
 
A reference to the Null object can arise for a number of different reasons: 
 
• If you have an array of object references, the prototype of the array is a reference to the 

Null object.  For example: 
 

      VEC„ŒNEW ¨Rectangle Sphere Triangle 
      VEC 
[Rectangle] [Sphere] [Triangle] 
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      1†3‡VEC 
[NULL OBJECT] 

 
• An external call may return a Null object, for example if you are looping through a linked 

list of objects and reach the last one. 
 
• An APLX System method may return a Null object, for example if you ask for the parent 

class of a top-level class: 
 

     Point.ŒPARENT 
[NULL OBJECT] 
 

• Your application code can deliberately set an object reference to Null (by calling ŒNULL), 
for example to indicate that it has not yet been initialized. 

 
• APLX may be forced to set an object reference to Null, because it is no longer valid.  For 

example, this will happen if you )SAVE a workspace which contains a reference to an 
external object (e.g. a Java or .NET object).  On re-loading the workspace at a later date, 
the object reference is no longer valid since the external object no longer exists. 

 

Types of Property 

When you define a class, you specify the names of the properties of that class, which can be 
used to hold data associated with the class.  You can optionally specify a default value for the 
property, that is the value which the property will have in a newly-created instance of the 
class.  You can also specify that the property is read-only, which means it is not possible to 
assign a new value to it. 
 
Most properties are instance properties, which means that each instance of the class has a 
separate copy of the property (for example, the X and Y position of a Shape).  Occasionally, 
however, it is useful to define a class-wide property (known in some other languages as a 
‘static’ property).  This is a property where there is a single copy of the data, shared between 
all instances.  This is useful for cases such as keeping a unique incrementing serial number 
(the next invoice number, for example). 
 
Combining these concepts, you have the following main types of property: 
 

• A read-write instance property, with a default value specified in the class definition 
• A read-write instance property, with no default value specified in the class definition 
• A read-write class-wide property, with a default value specified in the class definition 
• A read-write class-wide property, with no default value specified in the class 

definition 
• A read-only class-wide property, with a default value specified in the class definition 

 
You can also in principle have a read-only property with no initial value, but this is not very 
useful!  You can also have a read-only instance property, but this is indistinguishable from a 
read-only class-wide property because you can’t assign a different value to it in different 
instances. 
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Implementation note:  APLX uses a ‘create-on-write’ approach when you assign to an 
instance property.  This means that, if you have never changed the value of a property for a 
particular instance since the instance was first created, the value which is returned when you 
read the property is the default value stored in the class definition.  This means that, if you 
change the class definition so that the property has a different default value, the change will 
immediately be reflected in all instances of the class, unless the property has been modified 
for that instance. 
 

Name scope, and Public versus Private members 

The members of a class (i.e its properties and methods) can be either public or private.  
Public members can be accessed from outside the class, whereas private members can only 
be accessed from within methods defined in the class (or from desk calculator mode, if a 
method has been interrupted because of an error or interrupt and the method is on the )SI 
stack).   Private members can also be accessed by methods defined in a child (derived) class. 
If you are familiar with other object-oriented languages such as C++ or Visual Basic, this 
means that private methods in APLX correspond to ‘protected’ methods in those languages. 
 
If you want to access a public member of an object from outside the class (i.e. not within a 
method of the class), then you use dot notation to refer to it.  This takes the form 
ObjectReference.MemberName.  For example, suppose you have a variable myrect which is 
a reference to an object of class Rectangle.  You could call the Move method and access the X 
and Y properties for that object as follows: 
 
      myrect.X„45 
      myrect.Y„78 
      myrect.Move 17 6 
      myrect.X 
62 
      myrect.Y 
84 
 
Within the methods of the class itself, you don’t normally need to use dot notation.  This is 
because the search order for symbols encountered when executing a method is as follows: 
 

1. First, APLX looks to see if the symbol refers to a member defined in the class of the 
object. 

2. If not, it looks to see if the member is defined in the parent class (if any), iterating 
through each of the ancestors in turn. 

3. If it is not found in any of the ancestors, it then looks in the local variables of the 
method. 

4. Finally, it looks in the global symbol table.  
 
Thus, a simple implementation of the Move method above (defined in the Shape class from 
which Rectangle derives) might be something like this: 
 
   ’ Move B 
[1]  © Move shape by amount B specified as change to X, Y 
[2]  (X Y)„(X,Y)+B 
   ’ 
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Constructors 

As we saw earlier, a constructor is a special type of method, which is run automatically when 
an instance of a class is created using ŒNEW.  It can be used to initialize the object, optionally 
using parameters passed to  ŒNEW.    For example, you might use this mechanism to specify 
the initial position of a Rectangle object. 
 
For a user-defined class, a constructor is defined as a method which takes a right argument, 
and which has the same name as the class itself. 
 
In some other object-oriented programming languages, constructors are a very important part 
of the language because they are the only way of initializing property values.  For user-
defined classes in APLX, default values can be set up in the class definition, so constructors 
are not always needed.    
 
Where a class inherits from another class, the constructor which gets run automatically is that 
of the class itself (if it has a constructor), or of the first ancestor class which has a constructor.  
Normally, in a constructor, you will want to do some initialization specific to the class itself, 
and also call the constructor of the parent class (using ŒPARENT) to do any initialization which 
it and its ancestors require.  You can do this at any point in the constructor; there is no 
restriction on where you make this call to the parent’s constructor; indeed, you don’t have to 
call it at all if it is not appropriate. 
 
In APLX, a constructor is also a perfectly ordinary method; it can be called in the normal way 
by one of the other methods in the class, or from outside (if it declared as Public).  This can 
be useful for re-initializing an object. 
 
Some object-oriented languages also include a special method called a destructor, which is 
called just before the object is deleted.  APLX user-defined classes do not have destructors.  
This means that, if you need to release system resources (for example, close a file or a 
database connection), you need to call a method to do that explicitly before erasing the last 
reference to the internal object.  However, APLX will automatically take care of deleting all 
the properties of the object, and releasing the memory back to the workspace. 

Creating objects (instances of classes) 

The system function ŒNEW is the principal means by which you create an object, i.e. an 
instance of a class. The class can be either written in APL (an internal or user-defined class), 
or a built-in System class, or a class written in an external environment such as .Net, Java or 
Ruby (an external class). ŒNEW creates a new instance of the class, runs any constructor 
defined for the class, and returns a reference to the new object as its explicit result. 

The class is specified as the right argument (or first element of the right argument). It can be 
specified either as a class reference, or as a class name (i.e. a character vector). Any 
parameters to be passed to the constructor of the class (the method which is run automatically 
when a class is created) follow the class name or reference. 

If you specify the class by name, you also need to identify in the left argument the 
environment where the class exists, unless it is internal.  
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Creating instances of internal (user-defined) classes 

Normally, you create an instance of a user-defined class by passing the class reference 
directly as the right argument (or first element of the right argument). For example, if you 
have a class called Invoice, you can create an instance of it by entering: 

     I„ŒNEW Invoice 

What is really happening here is that the symbol Invoice refers to the class definition, and 
when it is used in this way, it returns a reference to the class.  

Note that you can also pass the class name rather than a class reference. The following are 
alternative ways of creating an instance of a user-defined class: 

      I„ŒNEW 'Invoice' 
      I„'apl' ŒNEW 'Invoice' 

Passing arguments to the constructor 

A constructor is a special method of a class, which is run automatically when the class is 
created using ŒNEW, and is used to initialize the class. For APL classes, the constructor is a 
method whose name is the same as the name of the class. It should be a function which takes 
a right argument, and does not return a result.  (It can be a method which takes no argument, 
if you are sure that no parameters will ever be passed to it via ŒNEW). 

Any arguments to the constructor can be provided as extra elements on the right argument of 
ŒNEW. When the constructor is run, these extra elements are passed as the right argument to 
the constructor. If there are no extra elements, an empty vector is passed as the right 
argument to the constructor. 

For example, suppose the class Invoice looks like this: 

Invoice { 
  TimeStamp 
  Account 
  InvNumber 
  {Serial„0} 
 
 ’Invoice B 
  © Constructor for class Invoice.  B is the account number 
  Account„B 
  TimeStamp„ŒTS 
  Serial„Serial+1 
  InvNumber„Serial 
 ’ 
} 

This is a class which has a constructor and four properties.  One of the properties (Serial) is 
a class-wide property, which means it has only a single value shared between all instances of 
the class. 

When a new instance of this class is created, the constructor will be run. It will store the 
account number (passed as an argument to ŒNEW) in the property Account, and store the 
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current time stamp in the property TimeStamp. It will then increment the class-wide property 
Serial (common to all instances of this class), and store the result in the property 
InvNumber. (To see the properties, we use the system method ŒDS which summarizes the 
property values): 

      S„ŒNEW Invoice 23533 
      S.ŒDS 
Account=23533, TimeStamp=2007 10 11 15 47 34 848, InvNumber=1 
      T„ŒNEW Invoice 67544 
      T.ŒDS 
Account=67544, TimeStamp=2007 10 11 15 48 11 773, InvNumber=2 
 

Default display of a class or object reference 

When you call the ŒNEW system function to create an object (an instance of a class), the 
explicit result is a reference to that object. The question therefore arises: what happens if you 
display such an object reference?    
 
By default, APLX displays an object reference as the unqualified class name contained in 
square brackets.  Class references are displayed as the class name in curly braces:  
 
      )CLASSES 
Queue                     © User-defined APL class 
      Queue 
{Queue}                   © Default display of class reference 
      QUEUE23„ŒNEW Queue  
      QUEUE23             © Default display of APL object reference 
[Queue] 
 
However,  if the APL programmer wishes to override the default display form of an object, 
this can easily be done by using the ŒDF system method (see the section on system methods 
below): 
 
      QUEUE23.ŒDF 'Checkout Queue23' 
 
      QUEUE23 
Checkout Queue23 
 

Object references and object lifetimes 

When you use ŒNEW to create a new object, that object persists until there are no more 
references to it in the workspace. It is then deleted immediately, if it is an internal or system 
object. If it is an external object, such as an instance of a .Net class, the fact that there are no 
more references to it in the APL workspace means that it available for deletion by the 
external environment (unless the external environment itself has further references to the 
same object). However, in typical external environments such as .Net, Java and Ruby, the 
actual deletion of the object may not occur until later. 

Consider this sequence, where we create an instance of a class called Philosopher which has 
a property Name: 
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      A„ŒNEW Philosopher 
      A.Name„'Aristotle' 

At this point, we have created a new instance of the class, and we have a single reference to 
it, in the variable A. We now copy the reference (not the object itself) to a variable B: 

      B„A 
      B.Name 
Aristotle 

We now have two references to the same object. So if we change a property of the object, the 
change is visible through either reference - they refer to the same thing:  

      B.Name„'Socrates' 
      A.Name 
Socrates 

Now we erase one of the references: 

      )ERASE A 

We still have a second reference to the object. The object will persist until we delete the last 
reference to it: 

      B.Name 
Socrates 
      )ERASE B 

At this point, there are no more references to the object left in the workspace, and the object 
itself is deleted. 

It follows from this that, if you use ŒNEW to create an object, and do not assign the result to a 
variable, it will immediately be deleted again. In this example, we create an instance of the 
class Philosopher. The explicit result of ŒNEW is a temporary workspace entry (of type 
object reference), which is displayed using the default display format for objects, and then 
deleted. At that point the object itself is also deleted, as there are no references left: 

      ŒNEW Philosopher 
[Philosopher] 

Using Classes without Instances 

So far in this document, we have concentrated on using objects as instances of classes.  
However, classes can also be very useful in their own right, without the need to make 
instances of them.   There are two major reasons why you might want to define a class which 
can be used directly: 

Defining a set of constants 

If you define a class with a set of read-only properties, those properties can be used as a set of 
constant values or ‘enumerations’.   For example, you might have a class called Messages, 
which holds all the messages which your application displays to the user: 
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Messages { 
OutOfMemory„„'There is not enough memory to continue' 
AskModelName„„'Enter the name of the model' 
OpComplete„„'Operation Complete' 
AskReset„„'Do you want to reset the model?' 
...etc 
} 
 
You can then use this class in your application (without having to make an instance of it) to 
encapsulate all the messages and refer to them by name: 
 
      ’R„CheckWS 
[1]   :If R„ŒWA<MIN_FREE_WS 
[2]     ShowError Messages.OutOfMemory 
[3]   :EndIf 
      ’ 
 
This keeps all the messages together in one place, allows you to refer to them by a name 
which is easy to remember and is self-documenting, but does not pollute the global symbol 
space with hundreds of APL variables.   
 

Keeping namespaces tidy 

In traditional APL systems, it often used to be the case the number of global functions was 
very large.  By placing related functions in a class, the workspace can be kept tidy.  
 
For example, in a statistical application, you might have a class Average which contained 
methods for calculating many different types of average (Mean, Median, Mode etc).  As long 
as these methods do not write to any property of the class, there is no need to make an 
instance of the class to run them; you can just run them using dot notation as 
Average.Mean, Average.Median etc. 
 
Note that, in APLX classes, there is no pre-determined difference between a method which 
can only be run inside an instance (sometimes known as an instance method), and a method 
which can be run as a class member without an instance being created (sometimes known as a 
static method).   The only difference is that, at run time, if a method writes to a property, an 
error will be generated if there is no instance to write to.   
 
However, you do need to be aware of the difference between static and instance methods 
when using classes written in other languages such as Java or C#.  See the system function 
ŒCALL for more details. 
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2. Creating, editing, and modifying APL classes 
 

Creating and editing a class using the Class Editor 

The most common way of creating and editing a class in APLX is to use the Class Editor.  
This can be invoked in a number of ways: 
 

• By typing:    )EDIT 2 classname  
(for an existing class, you can omit the 2) 

• By using ŒEDIT 
• By right-clicking on the name of an existing class in the session (or an edit) window 
• By selecting the name of an existing class and pressing Ctrl-E (Cmd-E on MacOS) 
• By selecting ‘Edit Function/Variable/Class’ from the Edit menu 

 
If the class does not already exist, you will be asked if you want to create it, and what class if 
any it should inherit from. 
 

 
 
The class editor lists the members (methods, properties and constructor) of the class on the 
left.  If you select one of the members in the tree-view, you can edit it in-situ in the panel on 
the right.  If no member is currently selected, the class editor displays a summary of the class 
members as shown in the illustration above. 
 
You can add a new member to the class by right-clicking on the left panel (or using Control-
Click on the Macintosh), or by using the File menu.  The File menu also has items for re-
parenting the class, and for erasing the currently-selected member from the class definition. 
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Notice also the Attributes menu.  This allows you to set the Scope (public or private) of the 
currently-selected member.  For properties, it also allows you to specify whether the property 
is read-write or read-only, and whether it is an instance property or a class-wide property. 

Editing individual class members 

)EDIT can be used to edit an individual member (a method or property) from a class 
definition, using dot notation in the form ClassName.MemberName to specify which member 
you want to edit.  You can also add a member to a class definition in this way, or even create 
a new class altogether (if the class does not exist, you will be asked if you want to create it, 
and what class if any it should inherit from). 
 
For example, to edit a class method: 
 

)EDIT Circle.Area   

To edit a class property: 

)EDIT 1 Circle.radius   

 

Canonical representation of a class 

The APLX system functions  ŒCR and ŒFX have been extended to support internal classes. 
 
ŒCR can be used to convert an entire class to text form, and ŒFX can be used to fix a complete 
class definition in the workspace. As with the canonical representation of a function, the text 
form can be either a matrix (left argument of  ŒCR is 0 or omitted), a carriage-return delimited 
character vector (left argument of  ŒCR is 1), or a nested vector of character vectors, one per 
line (left argument of  ŒCR is 2). 
 
The format of the canonical representation is as follows:  

• The first line is the class header. This comprises the name of the class, followed (if the 
class inherits from another class) by a colon and the name of the parent class. Any 
private members of the class (i.e. names which are local to the class) are then listed, 
separated by semi-colons. The header line ends with a left curly brace '{' character.  

• The properties of the class are then listed, one per line. The name of the property is 
listed first. If it has a default value, an assignment arrow follows, and then the transfer 
form of the expression which initializes the property. If the property is read-only, two 
assignment arrows are used. If the property is class-wide (i.e. there is only a single 
copy shared between all instances in the workspace, then whole line is enclosed in 
curly braces. 

• The methods of the class (and the constructor, if any) are then listed, with a del 
character starting and ending each method. 

• Finally, the class ends with a closing right curly brace, on a line by itself. 

For example: 
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      ŒCR 'Point' 
Point; IncSerial;serial { 
Z„0 
Y„0 
X„0 
{serial„0} 
{CATEGORY„„'Geometric'} 
 
’IncSerial 
© Increment serial number 
serial„serial+1 
’ 
 
’R„Mag 
© Return magnitude (distance from origin) 
R„+/(X,Y,Z)*2 
R„R*0.5 
’ 
 
’Point B 
© Constructor for Class Point.  Optionally set up X Y Z 
:If 0¬½B 
  (X Y Z)„B 
:EndIf 
IncSerial 
’ 
 
’R„GetSerial 
R„serial 
’ 
} 

In the above example, the class Point has three instance properties (X Y and Z), all initialized 
to 0. It has two class-wide properties serial and CATEGORY. CATEGORY is a read-only 
property, so is initialized with a double assignment arrow. The serial property is private 
(i.e. not accessible from outside the class), so it is localized in the class header. The class has 
three ordinary methods (of which one, IncSerial is private), and a constructor (identifiable 
by the fact that it has the same name as the class). 

If a second class MovingPoint inherits from Point, and adds a new property VELOCITY, then 
you might have:  

      ŒCR 'MovingPoint' 
MovingPoint : Point { 
VELOCITY„0 
} 

This shows the use of the colon character in the header, to indicate that MovingPoint inherits 
from Point.  

Canonical representation of a single method from a class 

ŒCR can also be used to convert a single method from a given class to text form. In this case, 
the right argument should be the fully-qualified method name (i.e. the class name, a period, 
and the method name). For example:  
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      ŒCR 'Point.Mag' 
R„Mag 
© Return magnitude (distance from origin) 
R„+/(X,Y,Z)*2 
R„R*0.5 
 

Defining or Editing a class using the del editor 

The del editor can be used to create or edit a class, in much the same way as it is used to edit a 
function or operator.  

To define a new class, open the del editor by entering a line which begins with the del (’) character, is 
followed by the header line of the class (optionally including a parent class name and localized names, 
as per the canonical representation), and which ends with a left curly brace.  APLX will open the class 
definition, and prompt you with the name of the class in curly braces as a reminder that you are in 
class edit mode.  For example, we can create a new class Sphere which inherits from Point: 

      ’Sphere : Point { 
{Sphere}: 

You can then define properties by entering lines in the same format as the canonical representation 
(after each line, APLX prompts again with the class name enclosed in curly braces): 

      Radius„0 
{Sphere}: 

You can also enter methods by using the del editor in the normal way (you will be prompted with the 
line number until you finish editing the method, then return to class-definition mode and again be 
prompted with the class name): 

      ’R„Volume 
[1]   R„1.333333333333×(±1)×Radius*3 
[2]   ’ 
{Sphere}: 

Finally, exit from class-definition mode by entering a single right curly brace: 

      } 

The canonical representation of the class defined in this way will then be as follows: 

      ŒCR 'Sphere' 
Sphere : Point { 
Radius„0 
 
’R„Volume 
R„1.333333333333×(±1)×Radius*3 
’ 
} 
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Erasing individual class members 

)ERASE can be used to erase a member (a method or property) from a class definition, using 
dot notation in the form ClassName.MemberName to specify which member should be 
erased. The change will immediately be reflected in any existing instances of the class: 

      PT„ŒNEW Point 
      PT.ŒNL 2     © List public properties of object PT 
CATEGORY 
X 
Y 
Z 
      )ERASE Point.Z 
      PT.ŒNL 2     © Object PT now has one less property 
CATEGORY 
X 
Y 

Alternatively, you can erase an individual member of a class within the Class Editor.  Select 
the member you want to erase in the tree view on the left of the class edit window.  In the File 
menu, select ‘Erase from Class..’. 

Erasing whole classes 

)ERASE (or ŒEX) can be used to erase a class definition (and all the methods and properties 
defined in it). Any instances of the class will become instances of the erased class's parent, if 
there is one, or of the NULL class, if the erased class did not have a parent. Similarly, any 
classes which inherited from the erased class will be re-parented so that they now inherit 
from the erased class's parent. 

In this example, class Point3D inherits from ColorPoint which in turn inherits from Point. 
PT is an instance of ColorPoint: 

      )CLASSES 
ColorPoint   Point  Point3D 
      ŒCLASS Point3D        © Show the class hierarchy for Point3D    
{Point3D} {ColorPoint} {Point} 
      PT„ŒNEW ColorPoint 
      PT.ŒCLASSNAME 
ColorPoint 

If we erase the class ColorPoint, its child class Point3D is re-parented. The instance PT 
becomes an instance of the original parent: 

      )ERASE ColorPoint 
      ŒCLASS Point3D 
{Point3D} {Point} 
      PT.ŒCLASSNAME 
Point 

If we now erase the class Point, Point3D will now have no parent, and the instance PT 
becomes an instance of the NULL class: 

      )ERASE Point 
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      PT.ŒCLASSNAME 
NULL 
      ŒCLASS Point3D 
{Point3D} 
 

Copying classes and objects 

)COPY can be used to copy classes and objects from a saved workspace. However, some 
special considerations arise: 

• If a class is copied, and in the original workspace it had a parent, then the )COPY will 
fail unless a parent class of the same name exists in the destination workspace, or is 
copied at the same time. APLX will report an error "Class XXX not copied, missing 
parent class YYY"  

• If a variable containing an object reference is copied, APLX will attempt to copy both 
the object reference, and the object itself together with its saved property values. 
However, a class of the same name as that of the original object must exist in the 
destination workspace (or be copied in at the same time). If this is not the case, the 
)COPY will proceed, but the object reference will be set to refer to the Null object. 
APLX will print a warning "At least one object reference set to NULL (class does not 
exist)".  

• When an object instance is copied in, it is possible for data to be lost. This will 
happen if the original version of the object (in the saved workspace) had a non-default 
property which is no longer valid in the current destination workspace (because the 
version of the class is different). If this happens, the )COPY will proceed, but APLX 
will print a warning "At least one object property not copied (not valid for class)".  

If you )COPY a list of classes and/or variables containing object references, or an entire 
workspace, APLX will first copy any top-level classes (classes with no parent), then classes 
of the first generation (children of top-level classes), and so on. It will then )COPY object 
instances and other items. This guarantees that no object properties or class hierarchy 
information is unnecessarily lost. 
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3. Using Internal (User-Defined) Classes 
 

A sample application 

As an illustration, we will use a very simple example which MicroAPL showed at APL2002 
in Madrid.  The program simply simulates the appearance of snow falling against a dark sky, 
modeling each snowflake individually.  As with a movie, the simulation is based on 
displaying a series of frames, 20 times a second.  Initially the sky is dark; then snowflakes 
start appearing at random positions in the frame.  Each snowflake is slightly different; they 
vary in diameter (and thus weight), and this means that some fall faster than others.  At the 
level of detail of the simulation, they are represented as filled white ellipses, with an aspect 
ratio between 0.5 and 1.5.  And as they fall, they move in the same general horizontal 
direction because of the wind, but also with a slight random element.  This means that the 
change in position of each snowflake between successive frames has to be calculated 
separately. 
 
In the original version, the snowflakes were represented by 4 vectors of length N, where N was 
the number of snowflakes to be displayed, reaching a maximum of 400.  The first two vectors 
represented the X and Y positions of the snowflakes.  The third vector RADIUS represented the 
radius of the ellipses, and the fourth vector ASPECT the aspect ratio.  (Of course this data 
could be represented as an N by 4 matrix, but the code is easier to read if we use named 
vectors). 
 
The change in X and Y position between successive frames was calculated as follows: 
 
  Y„HEIGHT|(Y+ GRAVITY×RADIUS) 
  X„X+(˜(?N½10)÷6)-(˜(?N½10)÷6) 
  X„X+?N½WINDSPEED 
  X„WIDTH|X 
 
where HEIGHT and WIDTH are the height and width of the display window in pixels, N is the 
number of snowflakes, GRAVITY represents the speed at which the flakes fall proportionately 
to their radius, and WINDSPEED represents the effect of the wind in causing a general 
horizontal drift.  As each flake reaches the bottom or right edge of the display window, a new 
flake is created at the top or left edge.  The actual display of the snowflakes was done by 
passing all 400 points to the ŒWI Draw method to draw them in one APL operation. 

How might we re-structure this to use object-oriented concepts? 

The classic approach to this problem in an object-oriented language would be to define a 
Snowflake class, and to encapsulate the logic of how much each flake moved between 
frames as a method of the Snowflake class.  To make the example a bit more realistic, let us 
assume that we want to be able to model not only falling snowflakes, but also falling leaves 
and falling raindrops.  A programmer faced with this kind of problem would naturally think 
about using inheritance, and might typically break down the problem as follows: 
 

1. The position of each item would be represented by a Point class, containing the X 
and Y position of the point in the two-dimensional space of the display.   
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2. An abstract class Shape, inherited from Point, might be used to encapsulate the 
behavior of the item being modeled. 

3. Separate classes Snowflake, Leaf, and Raindrop, each inherited from Shape, 
would then be defined, to model the particular way in which the different items 
moved between frames.  Each object class might also include the logic of how to 
display an item of that class  on the display. 

 
In this way of looking at the problem, the data would be represented as an array of N 
instances of the Snowflake class.  
 
First let’s define the Point class, which does very little other than hold an  X and Y position 
as public Properties with a default value of 0.  For illustration, it also includes a Method 
(object-oriented jargon for a function belonging to a class) called Randomize, which sets up 
the X and Y position: 
 
Point { 
    X„0 
    Y„0 
 
   ’Randomize 
    © Choose a random position 
    X„?WIDTH 
    Y„?HEIGHT 
   ’ 
} 
 
In this example, note that the variables X and Y which get assigned to in the Randomize 
method are instance properties, that is to say separate copies will exist for each instance of 
the Point class.  Note also that WIDTH and HEIGHT are not members of the class, so when this 
method is run, APLX will search in the global symbol table for these variables. 
 
We can test out this simple class by creating an instance of it, and assigning a reference to it 
to the variable PT: 
 
      PT„ŒNEW Point 
      PT.X 
0 
      PT.Y 
0 
      WIDTH„400 
      HEIGHT„200 
      PT.Randomize 
      PT.X 
53 
      PT.Y 
152 
 
If we display the object reference itself, APLX will by default print the class name in square 
brackets: 
 
      PT 
[Point] 
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It can sometimes be useful to get a quick summary of the properties of a class.  You can do 
this by using ŒDS, which is one of the built-in methods (known as System Methods) which all 
APLX classes implement: 
 
      PT.ŒDS 
X=53, Y=152 
 
We can also create N independent instances of the class, and use a vector of references to 
these instances to act directly on them in one operation: 
 
      V„ŒNEW¨12½Point 
      V.X 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
      V.Randomize 
      V.X 
184 88 272 374 208 14 212 4 27 275 373 211 
      V.Y 
107 10 136 77 167 11 135 77 84 118 170 19 
 
 
Next we define the Shape class, which inherits from Point, and which introduces two 
methods.  The first method NextPosition will be called to figure out how the Shape moves 
between frames.   Because this is an abstract class which will not directly be instantiated, this 
method does nothing other than handle the logic of wrapping round at the bottom or left/right 
edge of the display.  The second method DrawSelf is called to display the object; it does 
nothing because it is just a placeholder for the inherited classes to override.  So our Shape 
class looks like this: 
 
Shape : Point { 
   ’NextPosition 
    © Method called to figure out X and Y position for next frame 
    X„WIDTH|(|X) 
    Y„HEIGHT|(|Y) 
   ’ 
 
   ’DrawSelf W 
    © Dummy method for drawing the shape on window W 
   ’ 
} 
 
Now we can do some real work.  The Snowflake class inherits from Shape, and implements 
the way in which a snowflake moves between frames, using the same arithmetic as was used 
in the original non-object-oriented version.  It also calls the built-in APLX user-interface 
objects for drawing an ellipse on the display, assuming a reference to the window to display 
on is a passed as an argument to DrawSelf (this uses an updated version of the ŒWI interface 
familiar in earlier versions of APLX).  Finally, it extends the base Randomize method of the 
Point class to choose a random radius and aspect ratio: 
 
Snowflake : Shape { 
    Radius„1 
    Aspect„1 
 
   ’NextPosition 
    © Calculate X and Y position of snowflake for next frame 
    Y„Y+GRAVITY×Radius 
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    X„X+(˜(?10)÷6))-(˜(?10)÷6)) 
    X„X+?WINDSPEED 
    ŒBASE.NextPosition   © Call ancestor to handle wrapping at edge 
   ’ 
 
    ’DrawSelf W 
    © Draw yourself on window W 
    W.Draw 'Brush' 1 255 255 255  © Solid white 
    W.Draw 'Pen' 1 255 255 255 
    W.Draw 'Circle' X,Y,Radius,Aspect 
   ’ 
 
   ’Randomize 
    © Choose a random radius and aspect ratio, and position 
    Aspect„1.5-(? 10)÷10 
    Radius„2.5˜1—4÷?10 
    ŒBASE.Randomize   © Call ancestor to choose X and Y position 
   ’ 
} 
  
Equivalent code would be defined for the Raindrop and Leaf classes. 
 
We can now represent the whole set of Snowflake objects (or Leaf objects, or Raindrop 
objects) as a vector of references to N instances of the class.  Suppose we want to make 400 
Snowdrops in a single hit: 
 
      Shapes„ŒNEW ¨400½Snowflake 
      Shapes.Randomize 
 
The first line creates 400 new instances of the Snowflake class, and creates Shapes as a 
length-400 vector of references to these instances.  The second line shows the power of 
combining an array-processing language with object-oriented concepts.  What it does is run 
the Randomize method for each object referenced in the Shapes array.   
 
Finally, we can now define a loop which displays each frame of the animation by asking each 
of the Snowflake objects in the array to calculate its next position, and then redraw itself: 
 
   ’Animate W;sink 
[1]  © Draw successive frames on window W 
[2]  :Repeat 
[3]    Shapes.NextPosition        © Each shape to next position 
[4]    W.Draw 'Reset'             © Destroy old images of shapes 
[5]    Shapes.DrawSelf W          © Ask each shape to draw itself 
[6]    sink„ŒWE 0.05              © Handle events for 50ms 
[7]  :End 
   ’ 
 

Extending the application 

The nice thing about this code is that it would work equally well for Raindrop and Leaf 
objects, or even for a mixture of those and Snowflakes,: 
 
      Shapes„ŒNEW ¨400½Snowflake,Raindrop,Leaf 
      Shapes.Randomize 
      Animate DisplayWindow 
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The first line of the above first creates a length-3 vector of references to each of the 
SnowFlake, Raindrop and Leaf classes.  It then extends that to length 400, and creates 400 
instances of a mixture of the three classes.  Because all three classes implement the 
Randomize, NextPosition and DrawSelf methods, we can call them for the whole array 
without doing anything special.   
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4. Using External (.Net, Java, Ruby) Classes 
 

Introduction 

Modern object-oriented language frameworks such as Java, .Net and Ruby provide a 
consistent mechanism for exploring class libraries, discovering what classes are defined in 
the library, and detailing the class methods and properties.   This allows objects to be created 
and used from outside the specific environment in which they were written.  (These facilities, 
which provide so-called metadata about a given class together with the ability to create new 
classes at runtime, are sometimes described by the term Reflection.) 
 
With the introduction of object-oriented language extensions in APLX Version 4, the 
underlying object-oriented model in APLX is broadly similar to that of the .Net languages, 
Java, or Ruby.  This makes it possible to access all the powerful facilities of the .Net and Java 
class libraries, as well as custom software written in the mainstream object-oriented 
languages in use today, directly from APLX.  
 

Creating instances of external classes 

The right argument of  ŒNEW  can be either a class reference (which is typically the case when 
an APL user-defined class is being used), or a class name as a character vector.   In the latter 
case, the optional left argument of  ŒNEW  determines the environment in which the class is to 
be found.  A few examples should make this clear: 
 
Create an instance of a user-defined APL class called Queue, where the constructor takes no 
arguments.  The right argument to ŒNEW is a reference to a class definition in the workspace, 
so there is no ambiguity about the architecture: 
 
      QUEUE23„ŒNEW Queue 
 
Create an instance of a user-defined class called Queue, by passing the name of the class to 
ŒNEW.  In this case, because no left argument is provided, APLX assumes that is an internal 
(user-defined) class: 
 
      QUEUE23„ŒNEW 'Queue' 
 
Create 100 instances of the user-defined Queue class: 
 
      QVEC„ŒNEW ¨100½Queue 
 
Create an instance  of the system-defined Window class: 
 

WIN„'Œ' ŒNEW 'Window' 
 
Create an instance of the .Net DateTime class, defined in the .Net class libraries, specifying 
the initial date to the constructor of that class:  
 
      NETDATE„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.DateTime'  2007 6 20 9 32 3  
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Create an instance of the Ruby DateTime class, defined in the Ruby class libraries: 
  
      RUBYDATE„'ruby' ŒNEW 'DateTime'  2007 6 20 9 32 3 
 
 
The left argument to ŒNEW (the environment identifier) can be one of: 
 
 

Left arg Environment Windows DLL  Macintosh 
(Omitted) User-defined APL 

class 
None None 

Œ System-defined 
class (ŒWI) 

None None 

.net Microsoft  .Net aplxobj_net.dll Not supported 
ruby Ruby aplxobj_ruby.dll aplxobj_ruby.bundle 
java Java  aplxobj_java.dll aplxobj_java.bundle 
other Customized  

environment (see 
below) 

aplxobj_XXX.dll aplxobj_XXX.bundle 

 
 
What actually happens ‘under the hood’ here is that user-defined and system classes are 
handled directly by the APLX interpreter.   Operations to create and use object classes written 
in other environments are passed to the external library (Windows dynamic link library 
(DLL) or Macintosh bundle) whose name is given in the table.  This provides an extensible 
interface, allowing further environments to be added in the future.  For example, to add an 
interface to Mono (the open-source equivalent of .Net) it would not be necessary to change 
the APLX interpreter at all; all that would be required is to supply a new interface library 
aplxobj_mono.dll. 
 
In the examples above, an instance of the internal user-defined class Queue was created in 
two ways, either by supplying the class name as a string, or by supplying the class reference: 
 

QUEUE23„ŒNEW 'Queue' 
QUEUE23„ŒNEW Queue 

 
It is also possible to create instances of external classes by using a class reference, but first 
you need to obtain the reference from the external system using the ŒGETCLASS system call: 
 

NETDATECLASS„'.net' ŒGETCLASS 'System.DateTime'   
NETDATE„ŒNEW NETDATECLASS 2007 6 20 9 32 3 
 

Obtaining and using a class reference can be much more efficient than supplying a class 
name to ŒNEW if you need to create a large number of objects.  

Customized interfaces 

As well as being extensible to further public object-oriented environments, the mechanism 
also allows the same APL syntax to be used for accessing custom class libraries written in 
languages (such as C++) which do not support metadata and Reflection.    For example, if a 
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financial institution wanted to make use of a timeseries analysis class library written in C++, 
it could write a simple interface DLL aplxobj_ts.dll which would allow classes contained 
in that library to be used from APL:   
 
    TS„'ts' ŒNEW 'TimeSeries' 
 
The APL interpreter, seeing this line, would pick up the environment identifier ‘ts’ which 
would cause it to search for aplxobj_ts.dll to handle the creation and use of the classes 
within the custom library.  Unlike the generalized interfaces to .Net and Ruby, this custom 
interface would of course support only the specific set of classes for which it had been 
written, with the names and other details of the supported classes and their methods hard-
coded into the interface DLL rather than being obtained at runtime.  Nonetheless, it is a 
powerful extension of the ability of APL to use external code. 

Calling methods and accessing properties 

Once you have a reference to an object, you can use a consistent syntax to access its methods 
and properties.  It makes no difference whether the object is an instance of an internal APL 
class, or of an external Ruby, Java, or .Net class.  For external calls, the APL interpreter 
automatically marshals any parameters supplied to the form required by the external class 
method (assuming that such a conversion is possible).  For example, if the method requires a 
parameter which is of type signed 16-bit integer, the APL interpreter will convert any 
supplied binary, integer, or floating-point data type to the required 16-bit form, provided that 
the number is integral and is in range.  Where the required parameter is a string, APLX will 
automatically convert from an APL character vector.  Where the required parameter is itself 
an object reference, the user can supply an APL reference to an object (in the same 
environment, of course – you cannot pass a Ruby object reference to a .Net method). 
 
The information which allows this conversion to happen successfully is the metadata which 
describes the external class.  Depending on the external environment, you can see this 
metadata in human-readable form by using the system method  ŒDESC, which is like ŒNL 
except that it returns types for properties, and the prototypes of methods:  
 
      NETDATE.ŒDESC 3 
System.String ToString() 
System.String ToString(System.String) 
System.String ToString(System.IFormatProvider) 
System.String ToString(System.String, System.IFormatProvider) 
System.Type GetType() 
System.DateTime Add(System.TimeSpan) 
System.DateTime AddDays(Double) 
System.DateTime AddHours(Double) 
... etc 
 
This means, for example, that the AddDays method of the .Net System.DateTime class takes 
a double-precision floating point value as an argument, and returns a new DateTime object 
which represents the original date-time value plus the number of days (or parts of days).  We 
can see this by calling the method with a suitable parameter, but without assigning the result: 
 
      NETDATE.AddDays 1 
[.net:DateTime] 
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What has happened here is that the .Net class library has created a new DateTime object, and 
a reference to it has been passed back to APL.  Because we have not assigned or used the 
object reference, the default display form of the object has been written to the session 
window, and the object has then been deleted.   
 
To display the date/times for exactly one, two, and three days following,  we can use the APL 
‘each’ operator to run the AddDays method three times, with three separate arguments, and 
then run the ŒDS method on each of the three new temporary DateTime objects which will be 
returned: 
 
      (NETDATE.AddDays¨¼3).ŒDS 
 21/06/2007 09:32:03 22/06/2007 09:32:03 23/06/2007 09:32:03 
 
Properties are handled in a similar way to methods, although not all external classes really 
have properties as such; some only have ‘getter’ and ‘setter’ functions.   You can read 
properties back directly, and assign to them using the normal APL assignment arrow.  
 
 
What happens when we call the ToString method of the NETDATE object above?  
 
       NETDATE.ToString 
 20/06/2007 09:32:03 
 
If you look at the listing produced by NETDATE.ŒDESC above, you will see that the ToString 
method returns an object of type System.String. However, by default APLX will convert 
strings into APL character vectors, which is usually what you want. If you need to get the 
actual System.String object reference, you can use the ŒREF system method to prevent 
APLX’s default behaviour: 
 
       OBJ„NETDATE.ToString.ŒREF 
 

Calling ‘static’ methods 

Object-oriented languages like C# and Java include support for so-called static class 
methods. These are methods which belong to a class but which don’t manipulate an 
individual object. You can call these static methods from APLX in one of two ways: 
 
If you have an object of the appropriate class, or a reference to the class, you can call the 
static method as though it were a normal object method. The object is just ignored when the 
call is made. 
 
Alternatively, you can use the ŒCALL system function. As an example, consider the Java class 
‘java.lang.Integer’, which includes a static method to convert an integer into a binary string. 
You can call it from APLX as follows: 
 

'java' ŒCALL 'java.lang.Integer.toBinaryString' 37 
100101 
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Overloaded methods and syntactic ambiguity 

One common feature of modern object-oriented languages is that they support overloaded 
methods, that is to say the same method name is used for more than one method, but with 
different numbers or types of arguments.  An example is shown above in the ŒDESC listing of 
methods for the .Net System.DateTime object; there are four versions of ToString(), one of 
which takes no arguments, two of which take a single argument of different types, and one of 
which takes two arguments. 
 
Normally, APLX is able to handle this unambiguously by examining the parameters supplied, 
and choosing the correct match amongst the possible overloaded methods.  Ambiguities are 
sometimes possible, however.  The most important of these is the use of strand notation with 
niladic methods. 
 
Consider the following line of traditional APL: 
 
      FORMAT 'THIS STRING' 
   
It is impossible, looking at this line in isolation, to know whether this is a call to a monadic 
function FORMAT with 'THIS STRING' as the argument, or is a reference to a variable FORMAT, or 
is a call to a niladic function FORMAT.  In the latter two cases, the returned data would be 
joined with the character vector 'THIS STRING' to produce a length-2 nested vector. 
 
In traditional APL, the interpreter is able to resolve this ambiguity by looking at the type of 
the symbol FORMAT.  The same name cannot simultaneously refer to both a monadic function 
and to a niladic function or a variable.  
 
When calling an external method, it would in many cases be possible to resolve the ambiguity 
in the same way.  However, if the method is overloaded and exists in a form which take no 
arguments as well as in a form which takes arguments, it may not be possible to know which 
was intended.  
 
APLX therefore assumes that if an external method call syntactically could take arguments, 
then it does take arguments.  Hence, the line: 
 
      NETDATE.ToString TEXT 
 
(where TEXT is a character vector) is always assumed to be a call to the version of 
ToString() which takes a String argument (the second form in the list), not to any niladic 
version of ToString(). 
 
If you really want to call the niladic version of the method, and join the result to the variable 
TEXT, then you can force this behavior by using parentheses: 
 
      (NETDATE.ToString) TEXT 
 
Note that you cannot, in APL, tell the difference syntactically between a call to a niladic 
function or method, and  a reference to a variable or property.  The interface code will 
examine the metadata to make the right call.  Note also that only internal APL user-defined 
methods can be dyadic functions, or APL operators. 
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Object lifetimes and garbage collection 

One of the challenges in interfacing two object-oriented language environments together is 
the problem of object lifetimes.   Clearly, it is very important that the external system does 
not delete an object when APL thinks it is still live, and equally it is important to avoid 
memory leaks by ensuring that external objects are deleted when the APL system has no 
further need for them. 
 
Internally, APLX uses a reference-count method to ensure that objects are deleted when they 
are no longer needed (this is supplemented by special code to handle the problem of circular 
references, which might otherwise make it impossible to delete certain objects).   Most of the 
external object-oriented environments which APLX interfaces to, including .Net, Ruby and 
Java, use a mark-and-sweep garbage collect system.  In this system, a periodic sweep through 
memory is carried out to find all objects which are no longer referenced, and which therefore 
can be deleted.  
 
The approach taken is for APLX to be the arbiter of object lifetimes.  When an external 
object is created (either explicitly using ŒNEW, or as a result of some other operation), a 
reference to the external object is retained in the external environment (for example, the .Net 
runtime), and a copy of this reference is passed back to the APL interpreter.  Because there is 
a reference to the object held in memory in the external environment, it will not be deleted by 
the mark-and-sweep garbage collect.   
 
When APL’s own reference count for the object falls to zero, APL deletes from the 
workspace its own data structure which describes the external object.  Just before doing this, 
it calls the external sub-system to indicate that the object is no longer needed.  Any cleaning-
up required before deletion is then done, and the local reference to the object is deleted or 
replaced by a NULL.  As a result, when the next garbage collect takes place in the external 
system, the memory used by the object will be reclaimed (unless of course there is another 
reference to the same object somewhere else in the external system). 
 
For cases where the external environment does not use a garbage-collect system (for 
example, a custom interface to a class library in C++), the mechanism is similar; the only 
difference is that when APL notifies the external interface that the object is no longer needed, 
the external interface carries out an explicit delete rather than relying on replacing the 
reference with a NULL. 
 
A special case arises if a reference to an external object is saved, for example when you 
)SAVE the workspace.  When you re-load the workspace, the saved reference is no longer 
valid.  APLX will issue a warning and set it to NULL. 

Issues with naming conventions 

One problem which arises with trying to unify the way in which external classes are accessed 
is that of naming conventions.  For example, Ruby allows question marks and exclamation 
marks in method names.  Indeed by convention in Ruby, methods which return a Boolean 
often end with a question mark.  There are several of these in the DateTime class we looked 
at earlier;  for example the method leap? returns a Boolean indicating whether the date falls 
in a leap year, and the method responds_to? is a standard way of finding out whether a 
Ruby object supports a given method call (message). 
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The problem with this is that the APL parser has a different view of what constitutes a valid 
name.  So if you write: 
 
    is_leap_year„RUBYDATE.leap? 
 
then the APL interpreter will think the rightmost token of the line is the APL ? primitive, 
separate from the compound identifier RUBYDATE.leap.  It will therefore give an error. 
 
To work around this problem, the $ character can be used as an escape character in external 
names.  It has the effect of treating the next character as part of the name.  (If you are 
interfacing to a language in which $ itself is a valid character in a name, you can escape the 
dollar itself by writing $$).  So the valid way of calling the is_leap? method is: 
 
    is_leap_year„RUBYDATE.leap$? 
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5. User-interface programming in .Net 
 
Basic user-interface programming in APLX can be done using the built-in System classes 
(formerly accessed through ŒWI), as discussed in the next section. This has the advantages 
that it is relatively easy to do, and that APLX applications using the System classes will work 
on other platforms (e.g. the Macintosh). But for more flexibility, you can also use the .Net 
classes. 
 
User-interface programming using the .Net framework (System.Windows.Forms) is a special 
case of using .Net objects from within APLX.   See the Microsoft documentation for full 
information on this topic. 
 
From the APL programmer’s point of view, there are a few specific points to note: 
 
a) The typical scenario is that you create a .Net Form object, set various properties of the 
Form (such as the Text property, which is the window title), and then create further items 
using control classes such as Button and TextBox.  You need to use the Add method of the 
form’s Controls property to link up the controls and the form. 
 
b) To handle .Net events, you need to assign the name of an APL callback function (or some 
other expression) to one of the control’s event properties.  For example, a Button has a Click 
event, which fires when the button is clicked.  As with ŒWI, the event is held in a queue and 
de-queued using the system function ŒWE, which causes your event handler to be run.   
 
c) When one of your callback functions is running, there are three system functions which 
you can use to find out more about the event.  These are: 
 

ŒEVA Returns a reference to the event argument object (class EventArgs) 
ŒEVN Returns the name of the event (such as 'Click') 
ŒEVT Returns a reference to the target object, for example the Button object 

 
The following complete example shows a simple application which displays a window with 
an edit box, a text box to output results, and a button.  When the button is clicked, it simply 
evaluates the APL expression typed into the edit box and displays the result in the text box.  
Note in particular the callbacks set up on lines 32 and 33.  The first of these (the Closed 
event) is triggered when the window is closed; this terminates the function by clearing the 
)SI, and this in turn causes all the object references to be deleted because they are held in 
localized variables.  The second call back (the Click event of the button) causes the 
EVALUATE function to be run. 
 
      ’DOT_Forms;X;F;EditResult;EditIn;ButtonDo 
[1]  © Simple example of using Windows Forms from APLX v4 
[2]  © Create main form 
[3]   F„'.net' ŒNEW 'Form' 
[4]   F.Text„'Expression Evaluator' 
[5]  © 
[6]  © Create edit box for input line 
[7]   EditIn„'.net' ŒNEW 'TextBox' 
[8]   EditIn.Left„12 ª EditIn.Top„21 
[9]   EditIn.Width„265 ª EditIn.Height„20 
[10]  EditIn.Font„'.net' ŒNEW 'Font' 'APLX Upright' 10 
[11]  F.Controls.Add EditIn 
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[12] © 
[13] © Create multi-line box for result 
[14]  EditResult„'.net' ŒNEW 'TextBox' 
[15]  EditResult.Multiline„1 
[16]  EditResult.Left„12 ª EditResult.Top„50 
[17]  EditResult.Width„265 ª EditResult.Height„180 
[18]  EditResult.Font„'.net' ŒNEW 'Font' 'APLX Upright' 10 
[19]  F.Controls.Add EditResult 
[20] © 
[21] © Create button 
[22]  ButtonDo„'.net' ŒNEW 'Button' 
[23]  ButtonDo.Left„94 ª ButtonDo.Top„240 
[24]  ButtonDo.Width„100 ª ButtonDo.Height„22 
[25]  ButtonDo.Text„'Evaluate' 
[26]  F.Controls.Add ButtonDo 
[27] © 
[28] © Make the button accept Enter as equivalent to clicking 
[29]  F.AcceptButton„ButtonDo 
[30] © 
[31] © Add callbacks 
[32]  F.Closed„'"Cleaning up.." ª …' 
[33]  ButtonDo.Click„'EditResult EVALUATE EditIn.Text' 
[34] © 
[35] © Show the window 
[36]  F.Show 
[37] © 
[38] © Process events 
[39]  X„ŒWE ¯1 
      ’   
       
      ’A EVALUATE B;RESULT;ŒIO 
[1]  © Evaluate expression B and put it into the Text property of object A 
[2]  © If an error occurs, change the colour of the text 
[3]   ŒIO„1 
[4]   RESULT„ŒEC B 
[5]   :Select †RESULT 
[6]   :Case 0  ©  Error 
[7]     A.ForeColor„A.ForeColor.Red 
[8]     A.Text„MAKEVEC 3œRESULT 
[9]   :Case 1  ©   Expression with a result which would display 
[10]    A.ForeColor„A.ForeColor.DarkOliveGreen 
[11]    A.Text„MAKEVEC•3œRESULT 
[12]  :Else 
[13] ©  2 Expression with a result which would not display 
[14] ©  3 Expression with no explicit result 
[15] ©  4 Branch to a line 
[16] ©  5 Naked branch 
[17]    A.Text„'' 
[18]  :End 
      ’   
       
      ’R„MAKEVEC B 
[1]  © Given a character array, ensure it's a text vector 
[2]  © If matrix or higher rank, make into CRLF-delimited vector 
[3]   :If 2>½½B 
[4]     R„B 
[5]   :Else 
[6]     R„ŒR ŒBOX B 
[7]   :EndIf 
[8]   R„ŒSS R ŒR(ŒR,ŒL) 
      ’ 
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6. Using System Classes 
 

Creating instances of System classes 

A System class is a pre-built class which is part of APLX. Examples are the Form, Timer, 
ChooseColor and Chart classes. (In previous versions of APLX, these classes were accessed 
through ŒWI. Although you can continue to use ŒWI you may find the new class-based syntax 
more readable). 

To create an instance of a top-level System class (such as a Form or a pre-defined dialog), 
you provide the name of the class as the right argument to ŒNEW, and use 'Œ' as the left 
argument to indicate that this is a System class: 

      DLG„'Œ' ŒNEW 'ChooseColor' 
      DLG.ŒNL 3 
Close 
Create 
Delete 
New 
Open 
Send 
Set 
Show 
Trigger 

You can then use dot notation to access the properties and methods of the object: 

      DLG.color„234 23 56 
      DLG.Show 
1 
 

Example using dot notation 

The following complete example shows one of the functions in the workspace 10 HELPQWI 
adapted to use the new dot-notation syntax: 
 
      ’DOT_Chart;labels;W 
[1]  © Sample bar chart 
[2]   W„'Œ' ŒNEW 'Window' 
[3]   W.title„'Beer Consumption' ª W.visible„3 
[4]   W.Ch.New 'Chart' 
[5]   W.Ch.align„¯1 ª W.Ch.type„'bar' 
[6]   W.Ch.title„'Thirsty people' 
[7]   W.Ch.subtitle„'Beer sales per head of population' 
[8]   W.Ch.note„'Source: The Economist Pocket World in Figures, 2004' 
[9]   W.Ch.yaxislabel„'Retail Sales per head, litres' 
[10]  W.Ch.s1.New 'Series' 
[11]  W.Ch.s1.color„374479 
[12]  W.Ch.s1.values„85.8 76.7 73.9 69.9 69.7 66.6 64.7 64.5 49 40.2 38.6 
      31.7 
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[13]  labels„'Czech Republic' 'Venezuela' 'Germany' 'Denmark' 'S.Africa'  
     'Austria' 
[14]  labels„labels,'United States' 'Australia' 'Canada' 'Belgium' 'Japan' 
     'UK' 
[15]  W.Ch.xlabels„labels 
[16] © Hang around for a few seconds. 
[17]  0 0½ŒWE 5 
[18] © Window will be deleted when function exits, because variable  
[19] © W will be erased and it's the only reference to the object 
     ’ 
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7. New System Functions for object-oriented 
programming 
 
APLX Version 4 includes the following new system functions to support object-oriented 
programming: 
 
System  
Method 

Description 

ŒCALL Call external static method 
ŒCLASS Class hierarchy for object or class 
ŒCLASSES References to user-defined and external classes 
ŒEVA Event arguments 
ŒEVAL Evaluate external expression 
ŒEVN Event name 
ŒEVT Event target 
ŒGETCLASS Get reference to named class 
ŒIC Insert into class 
ŒINSTANCES Instances of a class or descendants 
ŒNEW Create new instance of class 
ŒNULL Return reference to null object 
ŒRECLASS Change class of objects 
ŒREPARENT Change parent of user-defined class 
ŒSETUP Set up external environment 
ŒTHIS Reference to current object 

 

ŒCALL Call external static method 

The dyadic system function ŒCALL allows you to call a 'static' method (or access a static 
property) in an external environment such as .Net or Java. A 'static' method is a member of a 
class which can be called without needing to create an instance of the class. 

The left argument is a character vector which specifies the external environment in which you 
want to make the call, in the same format as for ŒNEW. The right argument is either a character 
vector containing the name of the method (if there are no arguments or this is a property), or 
a nested vector where the first element is the name of the method and subsequent elements 
are the arguments to the method. The explicit result is whatever the external environment 
returns as the result of the call; it may be an ordinary array of data, or a reference to an object 
in the external environment.  

For example, the .Net System.DateTime class contains a static property Now which returns the 
current date and time as an instance of the DateTime class: 

      '.net' ŒCALL 'System.DateTime.Now' 
[.net:DateTime] 
      TS„'.net' ŒCALL 'System.DateTime.Now' 
      TS.ToString 
10/10/2007 12:06:42 
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It also contains a static method IsLeapYear which takes an integer argument representing a 
year, and returns a Boolean value indicating whether the year is a leap year: 

      '.net' ŒCALL 'System.DateTime.IsLeapYear' 1994 
0 
      '.net' ŒCALL 'System.DateTime.IsLeapYear' 1996 
1 

Similarly, in Java, to create a TimeZone object we need to call a static method in the 
TimeZone class: 

      tz„java ŒCALL 'java.util.TimeZone.getTimeZone' 'America/Los_Angeles' 
      
      © Does this time zone use daylight savings time?        
      tz.useDaylightTime 
1 
       
      © What is the time zone called with and without daylight savings 
time?     
      tz.getDisplayName 1 (tz.LONG) 
Pacific Daylight Time 
      tz.getDisplayName 0 (tz.LONG) 
Pacific Standard Time 
  

Using a class reference to call static methods 

Another way of calling a static method of an external class is to get a reference to the class 
itself (usually by calling ŒGETCLASS), and use that to access the method using dot notation. 
For example, in the above Java example we could have called the getTimeZone method as 
follows: 

      tzclass„'java' ŒGETCLASS 'java.util.TimeZone' 
      tz„tzclass.getTimeZone 'America/Los_Angeles' 

 

ŒCLASS Class hierarchy for object or class 

Not implemented for System classes 

The monadic system function ŒCLASS returns a vector of references to the class hierarchy for 
an object (or a class). The right argument is an object reference or a class reference. The 
result is a vector of class references. The first element is a reference to the class of the object 
(or the class itself, if the right argument was a class reference). Subsequent elements are 
references to successive parent classes, if any. 

For example, if the class Poem inherits from the class LiteraryWork, and Sonnet inherits 
from Poem: 

      )CLASSES 
LiteraryWork    Poem    Sonnet 
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       TwoLoves„ŒNEW Sonnet 
       
       ŒCLASS Poem           © Argument is a Class reference 
{Poem} {LiteraryWork} 
       ŒCLASS Sonnet 
{Sonnet} {Poem} {LiteraryWork} 
 
       ŒCLASS TwoLoves       © Argument is an Object reference 
{Sonnet} {Poem} {LiteraryWork} 
       (ŒCLASS TwoLoves).ŒCLASSNAME 
 Sonnet Poem LiteraryWork 
 
ŒCLASS can also be used for external classes.  For example, the Ruby DateTime class inherits 
from Date which inherits from Object: 
 
      DT„'ruby' ŒSETUP 'require' 'Date' 
      DT„'ruby' ŒNEW 'DateTime' 
      ŒCLASS DT 
{ruby:DateTime} {ruby:Date} {ruby:Object} 
 

ŒCLASSES References to user-defined & external classes 

The niladic system function ŒCLASSES returns a vector of references to all the user-defined 
classes in the workspace, plus any references to external classes which have been retained in 
the workspace (typically by a call to the system function ŒGETCLASS or the system method 
ŒCLASSREF) 

In this example, we have three user-defined classes in the workspace, and we also create a 
reference to the .Net DateTime class: 

       )CLASSES 
LiteraryWork    Poem    Sonnet      
      DT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.DateTime' 2007 5 30 
      CLASSDT„DT.ŒCLASSREF 
      CLASSDT 
{.net:DateTime} 
     ŒCLASSES 
{LiteraryWork} {Poem} {Sonnet} {.net:DateTime} 

 

ŒEVA Event Arguments 

The niladic system function ŒEVA is a synonym for ŒWARG. It is valid only inside a ŒWE 
callback function, run by APLX as the result of an event occurring in one of your windows or 
other objects. It is used to pass data associated with the event from an external control or 
server, or another APL task. This data comprises the arguments passed when the event was 
created in the external or system object. 

The exact content of ŒEVA depends on the source of the event. 

Use for APL Multi-Tasking (not available in Server Editions) 
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When you create Child tasks using the APL object under ŒWI, the Child and Parent tasks can 
each trigger events for the other task. ŒEVA is used to pass data associated with the event, as 
follows: 

• When the Child task is about to execute a command or expression, an onExecute 
event is triggered in the Parent's task object. When the callback function runs, ŒEVA 
contains the command or expression which the Child task is about to execute, as a 
simple character vector. 

• When an untrapped error occurs during function execution in the Child task, an 
onError event is triggered in the Parent's task object. When the callback function 
runs, ŒEVA contains the error message in the same form as ŒERM. 

• The Child and Parent tasks can each explicitly send an event to the other by using the 
Signal method. This takes any APLX array or overlay as an argument. When the 
onSignal callback in the receiving task runs, ŒEVA contains the array or overlay 
which the sending task specified. 

Use for OCX/ActiveX controls and OLE Automation (Windows only) 

ŒEVA allows your APL application to examine the arguments which an external caller (for 
example an OCX control or OLE server) has passed to APL as part of the underlying event-
handling which occurs when an event is triggered. Typically, it is a simple or nested vector, 
with one element per argument passed by the control. If there are no arguments it is an empty 
vector. You can use the Events tab of the APLX Control Browser to see what events are 
associated with a control, and the parameters it passes. 

For example, the Formula One spreadsheet-control allows you to specify a callback, to be 
triggered when the user clicks in a cell. The event name is onXClick, and the parameters are 
defined as: 

void Click (long nRow, long nCol); 

This means that it passes two integer parameters, which are the row and column of the cell in 
which the user has clicked. In your APLX callback function you can retrieve this 
information; ŒEVA will return a two-element vector with these two values.  

Use in .Net programming (Windows only) 

When a .Net event for which you have defined an APL callback is triggered, ŒEVA contains a 
reference to the event argument object. This is an instance of the general .Net class 
System.EventArgs, or to a more specific descendant (such as 
System.Windows.Forms.MouseEventArgs), which provides information about the event. By 
examining the properties of this object, you can extract information about the event, such as 
the position of the mouse when the event was triggered. 
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ŒEVAL Evaluate external expression 

The dyadic system function ŒEVAL allows you to evaluate an arbitrary expression in an 
external object-oriented environment, provided the architecture supports it. 

The left argument is a character vector which specifies the external environment in which you 
want to evaluate the expression, in the same format as for ŒNEW. The right argument is a 
character vector containing an expression which is valid in the target environment. 

The main use for ŒEVAL is for running code is an interpreted object-oriented language such as 
Ruby, and for setting up variables in the Ruby environment: 

      'ruby' ŒEVAL 's=String.new "Hello there"' 
Hello there 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL 's.length' 
11 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL 'Math.sqrt(9)' 
3 

ŒEVAL is not supported for .Net or Java: 

      '.net' ŒEVAL '2+2' 
Library for architecture '.net' does not support direct evaluation 
DOMAIN ERROR 
      '.net' ŒEVAL '2+2' 
      ^ 

See also ŒCALL, which allows you to call arbitrary 'static' methods in external environments. 

 

ŒEVN Event Name 

The niladic system function ŒEVN is valid only when you are running a ŒWE callback function 
in response to an event. It contains the name of the event as a character vector. For .Net, this 
will be one of event property names, such as 'Closed' for a Form, or 'Click' for a Button. 
For System classes, it will be one of the callback names beginning with 'on'.  

 

ŒEVT Event Target 

The niladic system function ŒEVT is valid only when you are running a ŒWE callback function 
in response to an event. It returns a scalar object reference, which is a reference to the object 
which generated the event. For example, if a callback is running in response to a Click event 
for a .Net Button object, ŒEVT will contain a reference to the Button.  

If no event target is available, it will return a reference to the Null object. 
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ŒGETCLASS Get reference to named class 

The system function ŒGETCLASS returns a reference to a named Internal or External class. It is 
not implemented for System classes. 

The left argument is a character vector which specifies the environment in which the class 
exists, in the same format as for ŒNEW. It can be omitted, in which case it is assumed that the 
class is an internal (user-defined) class in the workspace. The right argument is a character 
vector containing the name of the class. If the class is found, a scalar reference to the class is 
returned: 

      ŒGETCLASS 'Point' 
{Point} 
      (ŒGETCLASS 'Point').ŒNL 2 
X 
Y 
Z 

In this Java example, we fetch a reference to the class TimeZone, which can then be used to 
call a static method. 

      tzclass„'java' ŒGETCLASS 'java.util.TimeZone' 
      tzclass.ŒCLASSNAME 
java:java.util.TimeZone 
      tz„tzclass.getTimeZone 'America/Los_Angeles' 
  

Note: If you are creating many thousands of instances of an external class, it may be much 
more efficient to use ŒGETCLASS to fetch a reference to the class once, and pass that reference 
to ŒNEW, rather than passing the class name to ŒNEW. 

If you )SAVE a workspace containing references to external classes, the references will be 
set to ŒNULLwhen the workspace is reloaded. 

 

ŒIC Insert into Class 

The dyadic system function ŒIC allows you to insert existing functions and/or variables into a 
class. It is particularly useful for converting older APL systems into object-oriented form. 

Example: 

      'Point' ŒIC ŒBOX 'X Y MOVE' 

The left argument is a character vector containing the name of the class. If you want the class 
to inherit from an existing class, you can follow the class name by a colon and the name of 
the parent class. If the class does not already exist, it will be created. 

The right argument is a matrix of the names of the global functions, operators and variables 
which you want to insert into the class, padded to the right with blanks if necessary. If there is 
only one name, the right argument can be a character vector. If the right argument is an 
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empty vector, the class will be created but no members will be inserted into it. The named 
items will be transferred into the class as follows: 

• If the name corresponds to an existing function or operator, it will become a public 
method of the class. 

• If the name is the name of a function and is the same as the name of the class being 
created (i.e. the left argument), it will become the Constructor for the class. 

• If the name corresponds to an existing variable, it will become a public, read-write 
instance property of the class, with the default value of the property being the current 
value of the variable. 

• If the name is currently undefined, it will become an uninitialized, public, read-write 
instance property of the class. 

Of course, you can alter the attributes of the members of the class later on by using the class 
editor, for example if you want to make one of the properties read-only. 

Note that the existing global definition of the inserted functions, operators and variables will 
be deleted, i.e. the operation moves rather than copies the items into the class. If the name 
corresponds to an existing member of the class, the existing member will be overwritten. 

The explicit result of ŒIC is a boolean vector with one element per name, with a value of 1 if 
the corresponding member was successfully inserted into the class, and 0 if it was not. (It will 
fail if the name is invalid, or is the name of something other than an operator, function or 
variable). 

In this example, we start with a workspace with a few variables and functions: 

      Subject„'' 
      Sender„'Charles Barker' 
      Text„'' 
      ’Message B 
[1]   Text„B 
[2]   ’ 
      ’R„Length 
[1]   R„½Text 
[2]   ’ 
      )FNS 
Length  Message 
      )VARS 
Sender  Subject Text 

Now we insert all the existing functions and variables into a new class called Message. Note 
that the existing function Message becomes the Constructor of the new class: 

      'Message' ŒIC ŒNL 2 3 
1 1 1 1 1 
      )FNS 
      )VARS 
      )CLASSES 
Message 
      ŒCR 'Message' 
Message { 
Text„'' 
Subject„'' 
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Sender„'Charles Barker' 
 
’Message B 
Text„B 
’ 
 
’R„Length 
R„½Text 
’ 
} 
      Message.ŒNL 2    © Public properties 
Sender 
Subject 
Text 
      Message.ŒNL 3    © Public methods 
Length 
      Message.ŒNL 10   © Constructor 
Message 

Finally, we create another class EMail which inherits from Message, and adds an extra 
uninitialized property Recipient:  

      'EMail:Message' ŒIC 'Recipient' 
1 
      ŒCLASS EMail 
{EMail} {Message} 
      )CLASSES 
EMail   Message 

 

ŒINSTANCES Instances of a Class or Descendants 

The monadic or dyadic system function ŒINSTANCES returns a vector of references to all the 
instances of a given internal class. The right argument is either a class reference, or a 
character vector containing the name of an internal class. 

If the left argument is omitted, or is 0, the list will include instances of the specified class and 
of any descendants of the class. If the left argument is 1, the list will be restricted to instances 
of the specified class itself only. 

In this example, classes Rectangle and Triangle both inherit from class Polygon: 

      )CLASSES 
Polygon Rectangle       Triangle 
      T1„ŒNEW 'Triangle'  ª T1.ŒDF 'Triangle1' 
 
      T2„ŒNEW 'Triangle'  ª T2.ŒDF 'Triangle2' 
 
      P1„ŒNEW 'Polygon'  ª P1.ŒDF 'Polygon1' 
 
      R1„ŒNEW 'Rectangle'  ª R1.ŒDF 'Rectangle1' 
 
      ŒINSTANCES 'Polygon'   © Form using class name as right arg 
Triangle1 Triangle2 Polygon1 Rectangle1 
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      0 ŒINSTANCES Polygon   © Form using class reference as right arg 
Triangle1 Triangle2 Polygon1 Rectangle1 
      1 ŒINSTANCES Polygon 
Polygon1 
   

 

ŒNEW Create new instance of class 

Syntax: 

    objectref „ ŒNEW classref 
    objectref „ ŒNEW classref param1 param2.. 
    objectref „ ŒNEW 'classname' 
    objectref „ ŒNEW 'classname' param1 param2.. 
    objectref „ 'env' ŒNEW 'classname' 
    objectref „ 'env' ŒNEW 'classname' param1 param2.. 

The system function ŒNEW is the principal means by which you create an object, i.e. an 
instance of a class. The class can be either written in APL (an internal or user-defined class), 
or a built-in System class, or a class written in an external environment such as .Net, Java or 
Ruby (an external class). ŒNEW creates a new instance of the class, runs any constructor 
defined for the class, and returns a reference to the new object as its explicit result. 

The class is specified as the right argument (or first element of the right argument). It can be 
specified either as a class reference, or as a class name (i.e. a character vector). Any 
parameters to be passed to the constructor of the class (the method which is run automatically 
when a class is created) follow the class name or reference. 

If you specify the class by name, you also need to identify the environment where the class 
exists, unless it is internal. The left argument is a character vector as follows (the keywords 
are not case-sensitive): 

Left argument Environment Windows DLL Macintosh 
'apl' or 
omitted User-defined APL class None None 

'Œ' System-defined class 
(ŒWI) 

None None 

'.net' or 'net' Microsoft .Net aplxobj_net.dll Not supported 
'ruby' Ruby aplxobj_ruby.dll aplxobj_ruby.bundle

'java' Java aplxobj_java.dll aplxobj_java.bundle

Other 
Customized 
environment (see 
below) 

aplxobj_XXX.dll aplxobj_XXX.bundle 
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Creating instances of internal (user-defined) classes 

Normally, you create an instance of a user-defined class by passing the class reference 
directly as the right argument (or first element of the right argument). For example, if you 
have a class called Invoice, you can create an instance of it by entering: 

     I„ŒNEW Invoice 

What is really happening here is that the symbol Invoice refers to the class definition, and 
when it is used in this way, it returns a reference to the class. You can see this explictly: 

      Invoice    © Entering the name of a class returns a reference to that 
class 
{Invoice}        © Class references are displayed as class name in curly 
braces 
      C„Invoice  © C contains a second reference to the class Invoice 
      C 
{Invoice} 
      I2„ŒNEW C  © ... so we can use C as the argument to ŒNEW 
      I2.ŒCLASSNAME 
Invoice 

Note that you can also pass the class name rather than a class reference. The following are 
alternative ways of creating an instance of a user-defined class: 

      I„ŒNEW 'Invoice' 
      I„'apl' ŒNEW 'Invoice' 

Passing arguments to the constructor 

A constructor is a special method of a class, which is run automatically when the class is 
created using ŒNEW, and is used to initialize the class. For APL classes, the constructor is a 
method whose name is the same as the name of the class. It should be a function which takes 
a right argument, and does not return a result. 

Any arguments to the constructor can be provided as extra elements on the right argument of 
ŒNEW. When the constructor is run, these extra elements are passed as the right argument to 
the constructor. If there are no extra elements, an empty vector is passed as the right 
argument to the constructor.  For example, suppose the class Invoice looks like this: 

Invoice { 
  TimeStamp 
  Account 
  InvNumber 
  {Serial„0} 
 
 ’Invoice B 
  © Constructor for class Invoice.  B is the account number 
  Account„B 
  TimeStamp„ŒTS 
  Serial„Serial+1 
  InvNumber„Serial 
 ’ 
} 
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When a new instance of this class is created, the constructor will be run. It will store the 
account number (passed as an argument to ŒNEW) in the property Account, and store the 
current time stamp in the property TimeStamp. It will then increment the class-wide property 
Serial (common to all instances of this class), and store the result in the property InvNumber 
(To see the properties, we use the system method ŒDS which summarizes the property 
values): 

      S„ŒNEW Invoice 23533 
      S.ŒDS 
Account=23533, TimeStamp=2007 10 11 15 47 34 848, InvNumber=1 
      T„ŒNEW Invoice 67544 
      T.ŒDS 
Account=67544, TimeStamp=2007 10 11 15 48 11 773, InvNumber=2 
 

Creating instances of System classes 

A System class is a pre-built class which is part of APLX. Examples are the Form, Timer, 
ChooseColor and Chart classes. (In previous versions of APLX, these classes were accessed 
through ŒWI). 

To create an instance of a top-level System class, you can provide the name of the class as the 
right argument, and use 'Œ' as the left argument: 

      DLG„'Œ' ŒNEW 'ChooseColor' 
      DLG.ŒNL 3 
Close 
Create 
Delete 
New 
Open 
Send 
Set 
Show 
Trigger 

You can then use dot notation to access the properties and methods of the object: 

      DLG.color„234 23 56 
      DLG.Show 
1 

Creating instances of External classes 

To create an instance of an external class, you call ŒNEW with the class name as the right 
argument (possibly followed by constructor arguments), and the environment keyword (e.g. 
'.net', 'java', or 'ruby') as the right argument. (In some cases, you may need to call 
ŒSETUP first, to set up environment parameters such as the search path and namespace 
prefix). 

Create an instance of the .Net DateTime class, defined in the .Net System namespace: 

      NETDATE„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.DateTime'  2007 6 20 9 32 3  
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Create an instance of the Ruby DateTime class, defined in the Ruby class library Date: 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'require' 'Date' 
      RUBYDATE„'ruby' ŒNEW 'DateTime'  2007 6 20 9 32 3 

Create an instance of the Java Date class: 

      JAVADATE„'java' ŒNEW 'java.util.Date' 2007 6 20 9 32 3 

Use the ŒDS System method to convert each of the different objects to string form: 

       (3 1½NETDATE,RUBYDATE,JAVADATE).ŒDS 
 20/06/2007 09:32:03 
 2007-06-20T09:32:03+00:00 
 Sat Jul 20 09:32:03 BST 3907 

Using references to external classes 

You can also obtain a reference to an external class, and use that instead of the class name 
(and left argument) to specify the class. For example: 

      NetDateClass„'.net' ŒGETCLASS 'DateTime' 
      NetDateClass 
{.net:DateTime} 
      START„ŒNEW NetDateClass 2004 12 4 12 34 2 
      START.ŒDS 
04/12/2004 12:34:02 

Because there may be a significant overhead in searching in the external environment for the 
class name, this method is likely to be more efficient if your application needs to create many 
different instances of a given class. 

Customized interfaces 

The ŒNEW mechanism also allows the same APL syntax to be used for accessing other object-
oriented environments or custom class libraries written in languages such as C++. For 
example, you wanted to make use of a timeseries analysis class library written in C++, you 
could write a simple interface DLL aplxobj_ts.dll which would allow classes contained in 
that library to be used from APL:  

      TS„'ts' ŒNEW 'TimeSeries' 

The APLX interpreter, seeing this line, would pick up the environment identifier 'ts' which 
would cause it to search for aplxobj_ts.dll to handle the creation and use of the classes 
within the custom library. Contact MicroAPL for more information on how to write 
customized interfaces. 
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ŒNULL Return reference to null object 

The niladic system function ŒNULL returns a reference to the Null object, i.e. an object which 
has no properties or methods. It can be used as a placeholder for an uninitialized object. 

 

ŒRECLASS Change class of objects 

The dyadic system function ŒRECLASS allows you to change the class of one or more object 
instances, provided these are user-defined APL objects. 

The left argument should be either a single class reference, or a class name as a character 
vector. The right argument should be an array of object instances to be converted to the class 
specified in the left argument. 

If the instances being reclassified contain non-default property values, these will be deleted 
unless they are also valid in the new class. 

The main occasion when ŒRECLASS is useful is if you have modified the class hierarchy. For 
example, you might have a class Car which inherits from Vehicle. You now decide you 
would like to create new classes SportsCar and FamilyCar, and change the class of your 
existing Car objects. To do this, you can use ŒINSTANCES to find all instances of Car in the 
workspace, and change their class according to some criterion which you set: 

      AllCars „ 1 ŒINSTANCES Car 
      AllCars.TopSpeed 
130 135 143 120 91 141 117 123 98 84 135 155 111 122 
      SportsCar ŒRECLASS ((AllCars.TopSpeed) > 140)/AllCars 
      FamilyCar ŒRECLASS ((AllCars.TopSpeed) ˆ 140)/AllCars 
      AllCars 
[FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] [SportsCar] [FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] [SportsCar] 
      [FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] 
[SportsCar] 
      [FamilyCar] [FamilyCar] 

 

ŒREPARENT Change parent of user-defined class 

The dyadic system function ŒREPARENT allows you to change the parent of an internal (user-
defined) class. 

The left argument is a reference to the class which you want to re-parent (or a character 
vector containing the name of the class). The right argument is a reference to the class which 
will be the new parent (or a character vector containing the new parent's name). 

Other than the restriction that the new parent class (the right argument) must not be 
descended from the class you are modifying (the left argument), there is nothing to prevent 
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you from re-parenting a class arbitrarily. However, the main use for ŒREPARENT is for 
inserting an extra level into the class hierarchy. For example, if you have a class Car which 
inherits from Vehicle, you might want to create a new class MotorVehicle which inherits 
from Vehicle, and re-parent Car so that it now inherits from MotorVehicle: 

      )CLASSES 
Car     MotorVehicle    Vehicle 
      ŒCLASS Car 
{Car} {Vehicle} 
      ŒCLASS MotorVehicle 
{MotorVehicle} {Vehicle} 
      Car ŒREPARENT MotorVehicle   
      ŒCLASS Car 
{Car} {MotorVehicle} {Vehicle} 
  

The ŒREPARENT line above could alternatively be written as: 

      'Car' ŒREPARENT 'MotorVehicle'  

Any existing instances of the class will be unaffected except that any properties which are not 
valid in the new version of the class (because they were inherited from the old parent but are 
not inherited from the new parent) will be lost. 

You can also re-parent a class using the )REPARENT system command, or by using the Class 
Editor (select Reparent Class.. from the File menu). 

 

ŒSETUP Set up external environment 

The dyadic system function ŒSETUP is used to set or query various parameters for the 
interface with external architectures such as .Net, Ruby and Java. Normally, you will want to 
set these parameters before using ŒNEW or ŒCALL to access the external system. 

The left argument is a character vector which specifies the external environment, in the same 
format as for ŒNEW. The right argument is either a character vector (containing a keyword 
specifying the parameter), or a nested vector where the first element is the keyword, and the 
remaining elements are parameters for that keyword. Keywords are case-insensitive. The 
options available depend on the environment, as follows: 

.Net 

Changing settings 

Keyword: using 

Sets the current search path for .Net namespaces and DLLs. These should be supplied as 
character vectors after the keyword: 
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      '.net' ŒSETUP 'using' 'System' 'System.Text' 
'QMath.Geom,c:\dev\qmath.dll' 

Each element comprises either just a namespace (such 'System.Text'), or a namespace 
followed by the name of the DLL in which it is located. This can be a full path name, or just 
the name of the DLL (in which case the DLL should be in the Global Assembly Cache). 

Keyword: byref 

Sets or clears 'by reference' mode. The parameter should be a boolean scalar. The previous 
value is returned as the explicit result. 

In 'by reference' mode, the list of arguments to each .Net method call is saved before the call. 
After the call has been made, it can be retrieved by querying the 'Args' parameter (see below). 
This is useful for the (relatively uncomon) cases where a .Net method takes an argument by 
reference, and modifies one or more of the arguments in-situ. (In C#, such parameters are 
identified by the keywords out or ref. In Visual Basic, they are identified by the keyword 
ByRef). 

In this example, we call the HexUnescape method of the System.Uri class. This takes two 
parameters, a string (which might contain escaped character sequences such as '%20' 
corresponding to a space character), and an index position into the string. The index position 
is passed by reference. When the method completes, the index is incremented to point at the 
next character. By setting 'by reference' mode and reading back the arguments after the call, 
the new value of the by-reference argument is available to the APL application: 

      uri„'.net' ŒGETCLASS 'System.Uri' 
      '.net' ŒSETUP 'byref' 1 
0 
      ŒAF  uri.HexUnescape 'The%20best%20way' 3 
32 
      '.net' ŒSETUP 'args'  
 The%20best%20way 6 
      '.net' ŒSETUP 'byref' 0 
1 

Notice how the index position passed in, which was 3 to point at the first '%20', has been 
incremented to 6 after the call, pointing now at the 'b' character. 

Because there is an overhead in saving the argument list in this way, you should switch off 
'by reference' mode once you have made the call and retrieved the argument list. 

Querying values 

Keyword: version 

Returns the version of the Common Language Runtime as a character vector: 

      '.net' ŒSETUP 'version' 
2.0.50727.312 
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Keyword: using 

Returns the current search path for class names and assemblies, as a nested vector of 
character vectors: 

      '.net' ŒSETUP 'using' 
System System.Text System.Drawing,system.drawing.dll 

Each element comprises either just a namespace (such 'System.Text'), or a namespace 
followed by the name of the DLL in which it is located. This can be a full path name, or just 
the name of the DLL (in which case the DLL should be in the Global Assembly Cache). 

Keyword: args 

Returns the argument list after a call-by-reference (see description of the ByRef parameter 
above). If the is no argument list available, or the ByRef parameter is 0, it returns a Null 
object. 

Keyword: byref 

Returns the current value of the 'by reference' setting as boolean scalar. 

Java 

Java code runs inside a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). You can specify a number of settings to 
be used when the JVM is created. Creation will occur the first time you make a Java call 
other than setting one of the JVM creation parameters. 

Changing settings 

Keyword: vm 

Specifies the full path and file name for the Java Virtual Machine (normally this will be set 
automatically from the registry or Java installation). The name should be supplied as a 
character vector after the keyword: 

      'java' ŒSETUP 'vm' 'c:\Program 
Files\Java\jre1.6.0\bin\client\jvm.dll' 

The main purpose for this is to specify a particular version of Java when running Java code. 
You must set this parameter before making any Java call. 

Keyword: classpath 

Sets the path for the Java classes (normally this will be set automatically from the registry or 
Java installation). The path should be supplied as a character vector after the keyword. You 
must set this parameter before making any Java call. 

      'java' ŒSETUP 'classpath' 'c:\myjava\' 
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Keyword: vmoptions 

Sets one or more command-line options for the Java Virtual machine. Each option is 
specified after the keyword as a character vector, in the form 'Option=Value'. You must set 
the options before making any Java call. 

Querying values 

Keyword: vm 

Queries the full path and file name for the Java Virtual Machine: 

      'java' ŒSETUP 'vm'  
c:\Program Files\Java\jre1.6.0\bin\client\jvm.dll 

Keyword: classpath 

Queries the Java class path: 

      'java' ŒSETUP 'classpath'  
. 

Keyword: vmoptions 

Queries the options passed to the Java Virtual Machine: 

      'java' ŒSETUP 'vmoptions'  

Keyword: version 

Returns the Java Virtual Machine version as a character vector: 

      'java' ŒSETUP 'version' 
1.6 
 

Note: This will cause the JVM to be created if this has not already happened. 

 

Ruby 

Changing settings 

Keyword: require 

Adds a Ruby script to the list of scripts in which Ruby will search for class definitions. The 
parameter is a character vector containing the script name. This can be specified either as a 
full path name, or as just a file name in which case Ruby will search in its current search path 
for the script:  
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      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'require' 'Date' 
      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'require' 'c:\ruby\myapp.rb' 

Keyword: addpath 

Adds one or more directories to Ruby's current search path for scripts:  

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'addpath' 'c:\rubyapps' 'c:\rubylibs\version2'  

Keyword: safelevel 

Sets the 'safe level' (security level) for Ruby execution. The parameter should be an integer in 
the range 0 to 4.  

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'safelevel' 3 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL 's=String.new "Unsafe String" 
Unsafe String 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL 's.taint' 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL 's.untaint' 
#<SecurityError: (eval):0:in `untaint': Insecure operation `untaint' at 
level 3> 
DOMAIN ERROR 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL 's.untaint' 
      ^ 

Keyword: script 

Sets the nominal script name for Ruby execution (the default is 'embedded')  

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'script' 'APLXBridge' 
      'ruby' ŒEVAL '$0' 
APLXBridge  

Querying values 

Keyword: version 

Returns the version of Ruby as a character vector: 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'version' 
1.8.6 

Keyword: path 

Returns the current Ruby search path as a nested vector of character vectors: 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'path' 
 c:/ruby/lib/ruby/site_ruby/1.8 c:/ruby/lib/ruby/site_ruby/1.8/i386-msvcrt 
c:/ru 
      by/lib/ruby/site_ruby c:/ruby/lib/ruby/1.8 c:/ruby/lib/ruby/1.8/i386-
mswin 
      32 . 
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Keyword: script 

Returns the current nominal script name as a character vector: 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'script' 
embedded 

Keyword: safelevel 

Returns the current Ruby 'safe level' as an integer scalar 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'safelevel' 
0 

 

ŒTHIS Reference to current object 

The niladic system function ŒTHIS returns a reference to the user-defined object whose 
method is currently being executed. If no method is currently executing, it returns a Null 
object. 

      ’MyClass{ 
{MyClass}: 
      ’RunMe 
[1]   'I am an instance of ',ŒTHIS.ŒCLASSNAME 
[2]   'In fact, I am an instance of ',ŒCLASSNAME 
[3]   ŒCLASS ŒTHIS 
[4]   ’ 
{MyClass}: 
      } 
     
      M„ŒNEW 'MyClass' 
      M.RunMe 
I am an instance of MyClass 
In fact, I am an instance of MyClass 
{MyClass} 
      ŒTHIS 
[NULL OBJECT] 

When a method is running, ŒTHIS is implicit when accessing class members or system 
methods. That is why ŒTHIS.ŒCLASSNAME and ŒCLASSNAME give the same result in the above 
example. For this reason, you normally do not need to use ŒTHIS except when you want to 
pass a reference for the current object to another object or to a global function. 
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8. System Methods 
 
 
Just as traditional APL interpreters have system variables and system functions (whose names all 
begin with the Œ character), system methods are pre-defined methods (also with names beginning 
with Œ) which apply to internal user-defined object classes, and in most cases to external classes as 
well.    A summary of the available system methods is as follows (they are described in detail below): 
 
Niladic system methods: 
 
System  
Method 

Description Applies to 
internal classes? 

Applies to 
external classes? 

ŒBASE Returns  reference to parent class, if any Yes Yes 
ŒCLASSNAME Returns full name of object’s class Yes Yes 
ŒCLASSREF Returns reference to object’s class Yes Yes 
ŒDS Returns summary display - ToString() or 

equivalent 
Yes Yes 

ŒHANDLE Return handle to object Yes, result=0 Yes 
ŒMEMBERS Returns details of class members Yes Yes, if possible 
ŒOID Returns unique ID for object Yes Yes 
ŒREF Forces result to be returned to APL as an 

object reference (boxed) 
No Yes 

ŒVAL Forces result to be returned to APL as data 
(unboxed), if possible 

No Yes 

 
 
Monadic system methods: 
 
System  
Method 

Description Applies to 
internal classes? 

Applies to 
external classes? 

ŒCLONE Create and return references to N shallow 
copies of object 

Yes Yes, if class 
allows this 

ŒDESC Return list of methods and/or properties 
with information on data types and 
arguments, if available 

Yes Yes, exact 
information varies 

ŒDF  Sets default display for object Yes Yes 
ŒNL Return list of method and/or property 

names 
Yes Yes 

ŒSTATE  Returns a nested array of the property 
names of the object and their values 
(either all, or non-default values only) 

Yes No 

 
 

Calling system methods 

You can call a system method exactly as you would call an ordinary method of a class, either 
using dot notation (for example MyPoint.ŒCLASSNAME), or (within a user-defined class 
method) by simply using the system method’s name such as ŒCLASSNAME (equivalent to 
ŒTHIS.ŒCLASSNAME). 
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ŒBASE Base (parent) class 

Implemented for Internal and External classes. Not implemented for System classes. 

Syntax: 

    classref „ objref.ŒBASE 
    classref „ classref.ŒBASE 
    classref „ ŒBASE           (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒBASE) 

The niladic system method ŒBASE returns a reference to the base (parent class) of either an 
object, or a class. The result is always a class reference, or the Null object if there is no 
parent. For example, if class Car inherits from class Vehicle: 

      )CLASSES 
Car     Vehicle 
      M„ŒNEW 'Car' 
      M 
[Car] 
      M.ŒCLASSREF 
{Car} 
      M.ŒBASE 
{Vehicle} 
       
      M.ŒNL 2    © Child has properties of its own, plus those of parent 
Marque 
Owner 
HasEngine 
IsPublicTransport 
Passengers 
TopSpeed 
Wheels  
 
      M.ŒBASE.ŒNL 2  © Parent has fewer properties than the child 
HasEngine 
IsPublicTransport 
Passengers 
TopSpeed 
Wheels        

A common use for ŒBASE is calling the parent's version of a method within the child's version 
of the same method. Typically, the need for this arises when the child class needs to do some 
extra processing in addition to what the parent does. You have full control over this; the child 
method (which in APLX always overrides the parent's method) can call the parent's version 
either at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of its own version of the method - or 
indeed, not call it at all.    

ŒBASE can also be used with External classes (but not System classes). For example, in the 
.Net System.Windows.Forms framework, the Button class inherits from the ButtonBase class, 
which in turn inherits from the Control class: 

      BT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.Windows.Forms.Button' 
      BT.ŒBASE 
{.net:ButtonBase} 
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      BT.ŒBASE.ŒCLASSNAME 
.net:System.Windows.Forms.ButtonBase 
      BT.ŒBASE.ŒBASE.ŒCLASSNAME 
.net:System.Windows.Forms.Control 

Similarly, in Ruby, the DateTime Class inherits from the Date class, which in turn inherits 
from the fundamental Object class (from which all classes in Ruby are derived). This 
example shows how this looks from within APL: 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'require' 'date' 
      DT„'ruby' ŒNEW 'DateTime' 
      DT                             © Reference to a DateTime object 
[ruby:DateTime] 
      DT.ŒBASE                       © Reference to parent class (Date) 
{ruby:Date} 
      DT.ŒBASE.ŒCLASSNAME 
ruby:Date 
      DT.ŒBASE.ŒBASE.ŒCLASSNAME 
ruby:Object 
      DT.ŒBASE.ŒBASE.ŒBASE 
[NULL OBJECT] 
 

ŒCHILDREN Child classes 

Implemented for Internal (user-defined) classes only 

Syntax: 

    classrefs „ classref.ŒCHILDREN 

The niladic system method ŒCHILDREN returns a vector of references to the children of a 
given class, i.e. the classes which inherit from that class.  In this example, classes 
Color_Point and Grayscale_Point both inherit from class Point: 

      )CLASSES  
Colour_Point  Grayscale_Point  Point 
      Point.ŒCHILDREN 
{ Colour_Point } { Grayscale_Point } 
      ½Point.ŒCHILDREN 
2 
 

ŒCLASSNAME Name of class 

Implemented for Internal, External and System classes. 

Syntax: 

    name „ objref.ŒCLASSNAME 
    name „ classref.ŒCLASSNAME 
    name „ ŒCLASSNAME    (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒCLASSNAME) 
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The niladic system method ŒCLASSNAME returns the fully-qualified name of the class of an 
object, as a character vector. It can also be used with a class reference rather than an object 
reference: 

      PT„ŒNEW Point 
      PT.ŒCLASSNAME 
Point 
      ŒDISPLAY PT.ŒCLASSNAME 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÌ 
ÛPointÛ 
ÀÎÎÎÎÎÙ 
      Point.ŒCLASSNAME 
Point 

If the class is an External or System class, the class name is preceded by the architecture 
name and a colon: 

      DT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.DateTime' 2007 5 30 
      DT 
[.net:DateTime] 
      DT.ŒCLASSNAME 
.net:System.DateTime 
 
 

ŒCLASSREF Reference to object's class 

Implemented for Internal and External classes. Not implemented for System classes. 

Syntax: 

    classref „ objref.ŒCLASSREF 
    classref „ classref.ŒCLASSREF 
    classref „ ŒCLASSREF    (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒCLASSREF) 

The niladic system method ŒCLASSREF returns a reference to the class of an object, as a 
scalar. It can also be used with a class reference rather than an object reference, in which case 
it returns the class reference unchanged. 

It can be used with both internal and external classes (but not system classes). However, it is 
an optional feature for external classes; it is implemented for .Net, Java and Ruby, but might 
not be implemented for other architectures.  

      DT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.DateTime' 2007 5 30 
      DT          © DT references an object of the .Net DateTime class 
[.net:DateTime] 
      CL„DT.ŒCLASSREF 
      CL          © CL is a reference to the DateTime class itself 
{.net:DateTime} 

A class reference obtained in this way can be used to create a new object of the same class, 
by using the class reference as the right argument of ŒNEW (rather than a character vector).   In 
this case, it is not necessary to specify the architecture as the left argument of ŒNEW: 
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      DT2„ŒNEW CL 2007 9 20 12 13 44  © CL can be used to make a new object 
      DT2                             © of the same class as DT 
      DT2 
[.net:DateTime] 
      DT2.ŒDS 
20/09/2007 12:13:44 
   
 
 

ŒCLONE Create copies of object 

Implemented for Internal and External classes. Not implemented for System classes. 

Syntax: 

    objrefs „ objref.ŒCLONE N 
    classrefs „ classref.ŒCLONE N 
    objrefs „ ŒCLONE N      (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒCLONE N) 

The monadic system method ŒCLONE creates zero, one or more new copies of an object, and 
returns a vector of references to the new objects. The right argument N is the number of 
copies required, as a positive integer. The new objects have their properties initially set to the 
same values as the original. 

In this example, we create a simple class Point, and create an instance of it. It is then cloned 
four times. Note that the four copies are independent objects; changing a property of one of 
them does not affect the others: 

      'Point' ŒIC ŒBOX 'X Y Z' 
1 1 1 
      PT„ŒNEW 'Point' 
      PT.X„34 ª PT.Y„23 ª PT.Z„12 
      VEC„PT.ŒCLONE 4 
      VEC 
[Point] [Point] [Point] [Point] 
      VEC.X 
34 34 34 34 
      VEC[1].X„11 
      VEC.X 
11 34 34 34 

Contrast this with the following example, in which VEC2 contains four references to the same 
object: 

      VEC2„4½PT 
      VEC2.X 
34 34 34 34 
      VEC2[1].X„11 
      VEC2.X 
11 11 11 11 
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When cloning internal objects, if the properties of the original object contain further object 
references these sub-objects are not cloned; instead, both the original and cloned objects will 
point to the same original sub-objects. This is known as a 'shallow' copy operation. 

If an object contains file handles or database references, cloning it in this way may not make 
sense. On the other hand, for simple objects it can be a very useful way of rapidly creating 
new instances with an initial set of known properties. 

ŒCLONE can also be used to clone class references, although this is rarely useful. 

ŒCLONE can be used with External classes (but not System classes). However, not all classes 
implement the operation, and the exact way in which it works may vary according to the 
architecture and the class: 

.Net 

In the .Net architecture, ŒCLONE is mapped to the Clone method of the ICloneable interface. 
However, many .Net classes do not implement this. 

Java 

For Java classes, ŒCLONE is mapped to the Clone method of the Java base object, which may 
be over-ridden for a particular Java class. 

In this example, we create an instance of the Java Date class (which defaults to the current 
date/time), clone 12 copies of it, and set the month of each copy to a different value: 

      date„'java' ŒNEW 'java.util.Date' 
      date 
[java:Date] 
      dateList„date.ŒCLONE 12 
      dateList.setMonth ((¼12)-ŒIO) 
      12 1½dateList.ŒDS 
 Wed Jan 10 14:33:12 GMT 2007 
 Sat Feb 10 14:33:12 GMT 2007 
 Sat Mar 10 14:33:12 GMT 2007 
 Tue Apr 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Thu May 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Sun Jun 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Tue Jul 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Fri Aug 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Mon Sep 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Wed Oct 10 14:33:12 BST 2007 
 Sat Nov 10 14:33:12 GMT 2007 
 Mon Dec 10 14:33:12 GMT 2007 

Ruby 

ŒCLONE is mapped to the dup method of the Ruby base object. Again, this may be over-ridden 
for a particular Ruby class. 
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In this example, we create a Ruby array (referenced by A), and place three strings in it. We 
then make a clone of it (referenced by B), which creates an independent copy of the array. 
Therefore, when we add a fourth element to the array referenced by A, the copy is unchanged: 

      A„'ruby' ŒNEW 'Array' 
      dummy„A.push 'First' 
      dummy„A.push 'Second' 
      dummy„A.push 'Third' 
      A.length 
3 
      A.ŒVAL 
 First Second Third 
      B„A.ŒCLONE 1 
      B.length 
3 
      B.ŒVAL 
 First Second Third 
      dummy„A.push 'Fourth' 
      A.length 
4 
      A.ŒVAL 
 First Second Third Fourth 
      B.length 
3 
      B.ŒVAL 
 First Second Third 
 

ŒDESC Describe public members 

Implemented for Internal, External and System classes. 

Syntax: 

    namelist „ objref.ŒDESC N 
    namelist „ classref.ŒDESC N 
    namelist „ ŒDESC NN      (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒDESC N) 

ŒDESC is similar to ŒNL in that it returns a list of the public members of a class as a character 
matrix. However, it also provides additional information about the parameters of each 
method, including type information if appropriate. It is especially useful for strongly-typed 
architectures such as Java and .Net. It can be used as a method either of a class, or of an 
instance of a class.  The right argument is a scalar or vector which indicates which types of 
class member should be included in the result, using the same codes as ŒNL: 

Code Type of member 
2 Properties 
3 Function methods 
4 Operator methods 
8 Events 
10 Constructors 
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For Internal classes, ŒDESC returns just the names for properties, and the function header 
(excluding the localised names) for function and operator methods: 

Point { 
  X 
  Y 
 
  ’R„MAG 
    R„((X*2)+(Y*2))*0.5 
  ’ 
}    
      Point.ŒDESC 2      © Applied to a class 
X 
Y 
      PT„ŒNEW 'Point' 
      PT.ŒDESC 2 3       © Applied to an object (properties and methods) 
R„MAG 
X 
Y 

For External classes in Java or .Net, ŒDESC shows the types of properties, method parameters, 
and results. Because a given method name may be overloaded (i.e. exist in different forms, 
according to the number and types of parameters provided to it), a given method name may 
appear more than once: 

      NetPT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.Drawing.Point' 
 
      NetPT.ŒDESC 2          © Properties 
System.Drawing.Point Empty 
Boolean IsEmpty 
Int32 X 
Int32 Y 
 
      NetPT.ŒDESC 10         © Constructors (overloaded) 
Void Point(Int32, Int32) 
Void Point(System.Drawing.Size) 
Void Point(Int32) 
 
      NetPT.ŒDESC 3          © Methods 
System.Drawing.Point Add(System.Drawing.Point, System.Drawing.Size) 
System.Drawing.Point Ceiling(System.Drawing.PointF) 
Boolean Equals(System.Object) 
Boolean get_IsEmpty() 
Int32 get_X() 
Int32 get_Y() 
Int32 GetHashCode() 
System.Type GetType() 
Void Offset(Int32, Int32) 
Void Offset(System.Drawing.Point) 
System.Drawing.Point op_Addition(System.Drawing.Point, System.Drawing.Size) 
Boolean op_Equality(System.Drawing.Point, System.Drawing.Point) 
System.Drawing.Size op_Explicit(System.Drawing.Point)                  
System.Drawing.PointF op_Implicit(System.Drawing.Point) 
Boolean op_Inequality(System.Drawing.Point, System.Drawing.Point) 
System.Drawing.Point op_Subtraction(System.Drawing.Point, 
System.Drawing.Size) 
System.Drawing.Point Round(System.Drawing.PointF) 
Void set_X(Int32) 
Void set_Y(Int32) 
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System.Drawing.Point Subtract(System.Drawing.Point, System.Drawing.Size) 
System.String ToString() 
System.Drawing.Point Truncate(System.Drawing.PointF) 
 

ŒDF Set display form 

Implemented for Internal, External and System classes. 

Syntax: 

    old „ objref.ŒDF string 
    old „ ŒDF string     (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒDF string) 

Normally, when you display a variable or temporary result which contains an object 
reference, APLX displays the reference in a standard form (the class name enclosed in square 
brackets). The monadic system method ŒDF allows you to substitute your own string to 
replace this. The right argument should be a character vector (it will be truncated on display 
if it is longer than 40 characters). If the right argument is an empty vector, the default display 
format is restored. 

The explicit result of ŒDF is the previous value. 

For example, if you have a user-defined class called Queue: 

      Q„ŒNEW 'Queue' 
      Q 
[Queue] 
      Q.ŒDF 'Box Office Queue' 
 
      Q 
Box Office Queue 
 
      Q.ŒDF ''         © Restore default format 
Box Office Queue 
      Q 
[Queue] 

ŒDF may be used within a Constructor, to set the default display of an object depending on the 
values used to create it. 

You can use ŒDF to set the default display form of any object, including External and System 
objects: 

      W„'Œ' ŒNEW 'Window' 
      W 
[Œ:Window] 
      W.ŒDF 'Main window' 
 
      W 
Main window 
      2 3½W,¼5 
Main window 1 2 
          3 4 5 
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The display string which you set using ŒDF applies to monadic format as well as display of 
expressions. See also ŒDS which returns a text form of an object. 

ŒDS Display summary of object 

Implemented for Internal, External and System classes. 

Syntax: 

    string „ objref.ŒDS 
    string „ classref.ŒDS 
    string „ ŒDS            (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒDS) 

ŒDS returns a character vector containing a summary of an object in human-readable form.  

For Internal classes, ŒDS returns a summary of properties of the object, abbreviated if they are 
longer than around 50 characters. For example, if the class Contact has properties Name, 
Address, Email, and Recnum, the summary display might be as follows: 

      A„ŒNEW Contact 
      A.Name„'Alphonse T. Randall' 
      A.Address„'The Manor House,Main Square,Moreton-under Stockwood,Tenby' 
      A.EMail„'Alphonse.Randall@themanor.com' 
      A.Recnum„34973 
      A.ŒDS 
Name='Alphonse T. Randall', Address='The Manor House,Main Square,Moreton- 
    under-Stockwoo...', EMail='Alphonse.Randall@themanor.com', Recnum=34973 

For System classes, ŒDS returns the class name. 

For External classes, ŒDS is mapped to whichever method in the target architecture is used for 
the default string form of an object. This is ToString for .Net. to_s for Ruby, and toString 
for Java. In this example, we create (in each of the three architectures) an object representing 
the same date/time, and use ŒDS to display the date/time in human-readable form: 

      'ruby' ŒSETUP 'require' 'Date' 
      RubyDate„'ruby' ŒNEW 'DateTime' 2004 12 13 8 34 03 
      RubyDate.ŒDS 
2004-12-13T08:34:03+00:00 
       
      NetDate„'.net' ŒNEW 'DateTime' 2004 12 13 8 34 03 
      NetDate.ŒDS 
13/12/2004 08:34:03 
       
      JavaDate„'java' ŒNEW 'java.util.Date' 2004 12 13 8 34 03 
      JavaDate.ŒDS 
Fri Jan 13 08:34:03 GMT 3905 
        
      MixedObjects„RubyDate,NetDate,JavaDate 
      MixedObjects 
[ruby:DateTime] [.net:DateTime] [java:Date] 
      MixedObjects.ŒDS 
 2004-12-13T08:34:03+00:00 13/12/2004 08:34:03 Fri Jan 13 08:34:03 GMT 3905 
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The actual string which is displayed depends on the individual class. The style of the display 
may not always be consistent for a given architecture. For example, in the .Net framework, 
the ToString method sometimes displays the data associated with the class (as in the  
DateTime example above), sometimes just the object's class name, and sometimes a verbose 
summary of an object's properties: 

      PT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.Drawing.Point' 
      PT.ŒDS 
{X=0,Y=0} 
 
      FD„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.Windows.Forms.FontDialog' 
      FD.ŒDS 
System.Windows.Forms.FontDialog, Font: [Font: Name=Calibri, Size=8 
      .25, Units=3, GdiCharSet=0, GdiVerticalFont=False] 
       
      HT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.Collections.Hashtable' 
      HT.ŒDS 
System.Collections.Hashtable 

 

ŒHANDLE Handle to object 

Implemented for Internal, External and System classes. 

Syntax: 

    integer „ objref.ŒHANDLE 
    integer „ classref.ŒHANDLE 
    integer „ ŒHANDLE      (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒHANDLE) 

For External and System classes, ŒHANDLE returns an integer containing a reference to a class 
or object, as seen by the external sub-system. For Internal classes it always returns zero. It is 
used for advanced low-level programming. 

Depending on the external architecture, this handle can be used when you need to pass an 
object reference to custom low-level (non-APL) code, or use ŒNA to call an external library 
routine. The meaning of the value returned is as follows:  

Architecture Value returned 
.Net Integer representing a GCHandle for the object 
Java Result of NewGlobalRef call to the JVM 
Ruby The Ruby VALUE of the object, cast to an integer 
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ŒMEMBERS Details of class members 

Currently implemented for Internal classes only. 

Syntax: 

    nested_matrix „ objref.ŒMEMBERS 
    nested_matrix „ classref.ŒMEMBERS 
    nested_matrix „ ŒMEMBERS (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒMEMBERS) 

The result of ŒMEMBERS is a 6-column matrix, describing the members (properties, methods, 
and constructors) for the class of an object, or for the class itself if it is used on a class 
reference. The six columns are as follows (in index origin 1): 

[;1] Member name (character vector) 
[;2] Class name in which it is defined (character vector) 
[;3] Member type (using ŒNC codes: 2=var, 3=function, 4=operator, 10=constructor) 
[;4] Scope: 0=public, 1=private 
[;5] Access code: 2 if undefined property, 1 if read-only property, else 0 
[;6] Summary of Method (first line of comment) if available, else empty (character vector) 

 

ŒNL Names of public members 

Syntax: 

    namelist „ objref.ŒNL N 
    namelist „ classref.ŒNL N 

ŒNL returns a list of the public members of a class as a character matrix. (See also ŒDESC 
which provides additional information about the parameters of each method). It can be used 
as a method either of a class, or of an instance of a class. However, exceptionally, if it is used 
as a standalone system function within a user-defined method, it is NOT equivalent to 
ŒTHIS.ŒNL. This is because in this case, the traditional system function ŒNL will be invoked, 
which lists ordinary variables, functions, and operators, not class members.   The right 
argument is a scalar or vector which indicates which types of class member should be 
included in the result: 

Code Type of member 
2 Properties 
3 Function methods 
4 Operator methods 
8 Events 
10 Constructors 
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For example: 

Point { 
  X 
  Y 
 
  ’R„MAG 
    R„((X*2)+(Y*2))*0.5 
  ’ 
}    
      Point.ŒNL 2   © Applied to a class reference (properties) 
X 
Y 
      PT„ŒNEW 'Point' 
      PT.ŒNL 2 3    © Applied to an object ref (properties and methods) 
MAG 
X 
Y 

ŒNL may also be used to list the members of External or System classes: 

      PT„'java' ŒNEW 'java.awt.Point' 
      PT.ŒNL 2             © Properties 
x 
y 
      PT.ŒNL 3             © Methods 
clone 
distance 
distanceSq 
equals 
getClass 
getLocation 
getX 
getY 
hashCode 
move 
notify 
notifyAll 
setLocation 
toString 
translate 
wait 
 
      T„'Œ' ŒNEW 'Timer' 
      T.ŒNL 2             © Properties 
children 
class 
data 
enabled 
events 
interval 
methods 
name 
opened 
properties 
self 
tie 
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      T.ŒNL 3             © Methods 
Close 
Create 
Delete 
New 
Open 
Send 
Set 
Trigger 
      T.ŒNL 8             © Events 
onClose 
onDestroy 
onOpen 
onSend 
onTimer 
 

ŒOID Object ID 

Implemented for Internal, External and System classes. 

Syntax: 

    integer „ objref.ŒOID 
    integer „ classref.ŒOID 
    integer „ ŒOID            (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒOID) 

ŒOID returns an integer which uniquely identifies a given object instance or class definition 
within the workspace. It starts at 1 for the first-ever object created in the workspace, and 
increments by one each time a new object is created (for example by a call to ŒNEW or 
ŒCLONE). 

On 32-bit versions of APLX, ŒOID may return a floating-point data type if you have created 
more object instances than will fit in a 32-bit signed integer. 

 

ŒPARENT Base (parent) class 

Implemented for Internal and External classes. Not implemented for System classes. 

Syntax: 

    classref „ objref.ŒPARENT 
    classref „ classref.ŒPARENT 
    classref „ ŒPARENT       (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒPARENT) 

The niladic system method ŒPARENT returns a reference to the parent class of either an object, 
or a class. The result is always a class reference, or the Null object if there is no parent. It is a 
synonym for ŒBASE. 
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ŒREF Force reference result 

Implemented for Internal and External classes. Not implemented for System classes. 

Syntax: 

    objref „ objref.ŒREF 
    objref „ objref.method.ŒREF 
    objref „ classref.ŒREF 
    objref „ classref.method.ŒREF 
    objref „ ŒREF           (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒREF) 

ŒREF is a special modifier method which can be used to force another method to return an 
object reference rather than 'unbox' the data before it is returned to APL. It can be used with 
either niladic or monadic external system methods, or on external objects directly. 

When used on an object which would normally be returned to APL as an object reference, the 
niladic system method ŒREF does nothing; it simply returns the reference to the object (or 
class definition) unchanged, as a scalar. 

Where ŒREF becomes useful is for cases where the data would normally be converted from an 
object in an external architecture, to a native APL data type. The two most common cases are 
strings and arrays. For example, if a method in an external class returns a string object, it is 
normally converted to an APL character vector and this data is returned to APL: 

      DT„'.net' ŒNEW 'System.DateTime' 2005 12 3 13 45 21 
      DT.ToLongDateString 
03 December 2005 
      ½DT.ToLongDateString 
16 
      ŒDR DT.ToLongDateString 
4 

Whilst this default behavior is usually desirable, there are occasionally cases where it is better 
to leave the string as an external object, and return a reference to it instead. ŒREF forces this 
to happen: 

      ExtString„DT.ToLongDateString.ŒREF 
      ExtString 
[.net:String] 
      ExtString.Length 
16 

In the above example, ExtString is a scalar reference to a String object which exists in the 
.Net environment. 

There are several reasons why you might want to use ŒREF: 

• If the data is about to be passed to another external method, and you are not interested 
in the contents of the intermediate variable, it is more efficient to pass just a reference 
back to APL, rather than copying the data contents twice. 
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• Some values or precision may be lost in converting the data from the external 
subsystem to APL. For example, the external data may comprise 64-bit integers; if 
you are running a 32-bit version of APLX, these will by default be converted to 
floating-point form, and may therefore lose precision. 

• You may want to keep it as an object so that you can run methods, defined for the 
external object class, directly on it. 

See also ŒVAL which does the opposite: it attempts to 'unbox' data which would otherwise be 
returned as an object reference. 

 

ŒSTATE Property names and values 

Currently implemented for Internal classes only. 

Syntax: 

    objref „ objref.ŒSTATE B 
    objref „ ŒSTATE B       (Within user-defined method, same as ŒTHIS.ŒSTATE) 

The monadic system method ŒSTATE returns a nested matrix of two columns, containing the 
names of each property in the first column, and the current value of each property in the 
second. It takes a right argument (0 or 1) which indicates which properties should be included 
in the result. If the right argument is 0, only values which differ from the default value are 
included. If it is 1, all properties which have a defined value are included: 

      ŒCR 'Circle' 
Circle { 
    X„0 
    Y„0 
    COLOR„'Pale green' 
    RADIUS„100 
 
    ’R„Area 
     R„(±1)×RADIUS*2 
    ’ 
} 
 
      C„ŒNEW Circle 
      C.X„23 
      C.Y„12 
      C.ŒSTATE 0 
 X 23 
 Y 12 
  
      C.ŒSTATE 1 
 X              23 
 Y              12 
 COLOR  Pale green 
 RADIUS        100 
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      ŒDISPLAY C.ŒSTATE 1 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
‡ Ú…Ì                   Û 
Û ÛXÛ      23           Û 
Û ÀÎÙ                   Û 
Û Ú…Ì                   Û 
Û ÛYÛ      12           Û 
Û ÀÎÙ                   Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÌ  Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û 
Û ÛCOLORÛ  ÛPale greenÛ Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÌ              Û 
Û ÛRADIUSÛ 100          Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ              Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 

This operation is known as serialization of an object. Note that, if any of the properties 
include a reference to another object, the state of that object will not be expanded (serialized) 
in the returned matrix. The operation is therefore a 'shallow' copy of the data. 

 

ŒVAL Force value result 

Implemented for External classes only. 

Syntax: 

    data „ objref.ŒVAL 

The niladic system method ŒVAL attempts to force data within an external object to be 
'unboxed', so that the value of the data, rather than an object reference, is returned to APLX. 

When used on an object which would normally be returned to APL as data, it does nothing; it 
simply returns the data as normal. Similarly, when used on an object which cannot be 
converted to simple APL data types, it also does nothing; the object reference is returned. 

Where ŒVAL becomes useful is for cases where you have created an object (using typically 
ŒNEW or ŒREF) in the external environment, and where the object can be represented as 
ordinary APL data. The two most common cases are strings and arrays, but it can also be 
used with numeric types (which can be converted to integers or floating-point values). 

In this example, we create an array of three strings in .Net: 

      StringType„'.net' ŒGETCLASS 'System.String'     
   © Get Type of System.String 
     
      ArrayType„'.net' ŒGETCLASS 'System.Array'       
   © Get Type of System.Array 
   © so we can call static method 
                       © 'CreateInstance' 
 
      © Create an array of 3 strings: 
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      ArrayType.CreateInstance StringType 3              
[NULL OBJECT] [NULL OBJECT] [NULL OBJECT]             
   © Oops! Array has been unboxed             
 
      A„ArrayType.CreateInstance.ŒREF StringType 3    
   © This time keep array as object 
      A 
[.net:String[]]                                       
   © Reference to .Net array 
   © Insert some values: 
      A.SetValue 'First Item' 0                       
      A.SetValue 'Second Item' 1 
      A.SetValue 'Third Item' 2 
       
      A                © Still a reference 
[.net:String[]] 
      A.ŒVAL           © Unbox the array to get contents 
 First Item Second Item Third Item 
 
      ŒDISPLAY A.ŒVAL 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û 
Û ÛFirst ItemÛ ÛSecond ItemÛ ÛThird ItemÛ Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 

See also ŒREF which does the opposite: it attempts to force data, which would otherwise be 
'unboxed', to be returned as an object reference. 
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9. Other New System Functions 

ŒEXPORT  Export APL array to file in specified format 

The dyadic system function ŒEXPORT exports an APL array to a file, in a format which can be 
read by other (non-APL) applications. 

The left argument is the array of data you want to export. The right argument determines the 
name of the file to be created, and the format of the file. If the right argument is a character 
vector, it is interpreted as the name of the file you want to create (including full path if 
required) and the format of the file is inferred from the file extension. If the right argument is 
a two element nested vector, the first element is the filename (or full pathname), and the 
second is a text string specifying the file type. File types are case-insensitive. 

For example, the two following statements are equivalent, and will export the contents of the 
array BUDGET in 'comma-separated variables' ('CSV') format: 

      BUDGET ŒEXPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 
      BUDGET ŒEXPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 'csv' 

The following file formats are supported, with the restrictions shown on the type and ranks of 
the data which can be exported in that format: 

File 
type/extension Description Restrictions 

'txt' 
Text representation of the array (same as 
monadic format), with characters 
represented in 8-bit extended ASCII form.

All arrays supported, subject to available 
memory. 

'utf16' or 'utf-
16' 

Same as 'txt', with characters represented 
in 16-bit UTF-16 Unicode form (2 bytes 
per character). 

All arrays supported, subject to available 
memory. 

'utf8' or 'utf-8' 
Same as 'txt', with characters represented 
in the 8-bit UTF-8 Unicode form (variable 
number of bytes per character). 

All arrays supported, subject to available 
memory. 

'csv' 

'Comma-separated variables' format, as 
used by many applications such as 
spreadsheets for data exchange. The file 
comprises one line of text per row of the 
data, with individual elements separated 
by commas. Numeric elements are 
expressed in text form. Text elements are 
surrounded by double-quotation marks; 
however, when importing CSV, many 
applications will ignore the quotation 
marks and treat the element as numeric if 
the string could be interpreted as a valid 
number. 

The maximum rank of the array is 2. The 
array can be nested, but any elements 
other than scalars and character vectors 
will be represented by their monadic 
format. The array must not contain object 
references. Characters are output in 8-bit 
(extended ASCII) form. 
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'tsv' 
'Tab-separated variables' format. Same as 
CSV, except the fields are separated by 
tab characters instead of commas. 

Same as for CSV. 

'htm' or 'html' 

HTML format. The result is an HTML 
page which can be loaded into a Web 
Browser or imported into another 
application such as Microsoft Word or 
Excel. The page will contain an HTML 
table containing the data, unless the array 
is a simple character array, in which case 
it is output as a paragraph with <BR> 
between lines. 

The maximum rank of the array is 2. The 
array can be nested, but any elements 
other than scalars and character vectors 
will be represented by their monadic 
format. The array must not contain object 
references. All printable characters in ŒAV 
can be output (non-ASCII characters will 
be output in escaped Unicode form). 

'slk' 

Symbolic Link (SYLK) format, a 
Microsoft-specified file format typically 
used to exchange data between 
applications such as Excel and other 
spreadsheets. 

The maximum rank of the array is 2. The 
array can be nested, but any elements 
other than scalars and character vectors 
will be represented by their monadic 
format. The array must not contain object 
references. Only ASCII characters, plus 
some other specific characters such as 
accented letters, can be represented. APL 
symbols and other non-representable 
characters will be replaced by '?'. 

For example, suppose that BUDGET is a 4-row matrix of text vectors and numbers as 
follows: 

     BUDGET 
             Q1    Q2    Q3    Q4 
 Sales    11300 13220 16550 19230 
 Expenses 12450 12950 13640 13980 
 Profit   ¯1150   270  2910  5250 
 
      ŒDISPLAY BUDGET 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
‡ Ú´Ì        Ú…ÎÌ  Ú…ÎÌ  Ú…ÎÌ  Ú…ÎÌ  Û 
Û Û Û        ÛQ1Û  ÛQ2Û  ÛQ3Û  ÛQ4Û  Û 
Û ÀÎÙ        ÀÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÙ  Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÌ                            Û 
Û ÛSalesÛ    11300 13220 16550 19230 Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÙ                            Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ                         Û 
Û ÛExpensesÛ 12450 12950 13640 13980 Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ                         Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÌ                           Û 
Û ÛProfitÛ   ¯1150 270   2910  5250  Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ                           Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 

This array can be exported in CSV format as follows: 

      BUDGET ŒEXPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 

The contents of the file 'Budget2007.csv' will be: 
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"","Q1","Q2","Q3","Q4" 
"Sales",11300,13220,16550,19230 
"Expenses",12450,12950,13640,13980 
"Profit",-1150,270,2910,5250  

Alternatively, the same data can be exported in SYLK format: 

      BUDGET ŒEXPORT 'Budget2007.slk' 

The contents of the file 'Budget2007.slk' will contain the data in SYLK format: 

ID;PAPLX;N;E 
P;PGeneral 
B;Y4;X5 
C;Y1;X1;K"" 
C;X2;K"Q1" 
C;X3;K"Q2" 
C;X4;K"Q3" 
C;X5;K"Q4" 
C;Y2;X1;K"Sales" 
C;X2;K11300 
C;X3;K13220 
etc... 

Either format can be directly opened by another application such as Excel: 

 

See also ŒIMPORT which allows you to import data from a file of specified format produced 
by another application. 
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ŒIMPORT Import data from file in specified format 

The monadic system function ŒIMPORT imports data from an external file into an APL array. 
It supports a number of data formats which are commonly used for data exchange by 
spreadsheets and other (non-APL) applications. (See also ŒEXPORT which allows you to 
export data to a file of specified format, which can then be read into another application.)  

The right argument determines the name of the file to be read, and the format of the file. If 
the right argument is a character vector, it is interpreted as the name of the file you want to 
import (including full path if required) and the format of the file is inferred from the file 
extension. If the right argument is a two element nested vector, the first element is the 
filename (or full pathname), and the second is a text string specifying the file type. File types 
are case-insensitive.  The explicit result is the converted data. 

For example, the two following statements are equivalent, and will import the contents of the 
file Budget2007.csv in 'comma-separated variables' ('CSV') format, into a variable called 
BUDGET in the workspace: 

      BUDGET „ ŒIMPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 
      BUDGET „ ŒIMPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 'csv' 

The following file formats are supported by ŒIMPORT, with the restrictions shown: 

File 
type/extension Description Restrictions 

'txt' 

Text representation of the array (same as 
monadic format), with characters 
represented in 8-bit extended ASCII 
form. For matrices and higher-rank 
arrays, lines of text will be separated by 
the appropriate newline character for the 
platform (CR-LF on Windows, LF on 
Linux and MacOS). 

All arrays supported, subject to available 
memory. 

'utf16' or 'utf-
16' 

Same as 'txt', with characters represented 
in 16-bit UTF-16 Unicode form (2 bytes 
per character). 

All arrays supported, subject to available 
memory. 

'utf8' or 'utf-8' 
Same as 'txt', with characters represented 
in the 8-bit UTF-8 Unicode form 
(variable number of bytes per character).

All arrays supported, subject to available 
memory. 

'csv' 

'Comma-separated variables' format, as 
used by many applications such as 
spreadsheets for data exchange. The file 
comprises one line of text per row of the 
data, with individual elements separated 
by commas. Numeric elements are 
expressed in text form. Text elements are 
usually surrounded by double-quotation 
marks. 

The result is always a matrix. Elements 
which are either enclosed in quotes, or are 
not valid numbers, are converted to text 
vectors. Elements which are valid numbers 
and not enclosed in quotes are converted to 
APL numeric form. The result is either a 
nested or a numeric matrix, depending on 
whether any of the elements were text 
vectors. 
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'tsv' 
'Tab-separated variables' format. Same 
as CSV, except the fields are separated 
by tab characters instead of commas. 

Same as for CSV. 

'slk' 

Symbolic Link (SYLK) format, a 
Microsoft-specified file format typically 
used to exchange data between 
applications such as Excel and other 
spreadsheets. 

The result is always a matrix. Elements 
which are either enclosed in quotes, or are 
not valid numbers, are converted to text 
vectors. Elements which are valid numbers 
and not enclosed in quotes are converted to 
APL numeric form. The result is either a 
nested or a numeric matrix, depending on 
whether any of the elements were text 
vectors. Some non-ASCII characters may 
not be representable in APL; these will be 
replaced by '?'. 

For example, suppose that the file 'Budget2007.csv' contains the following lines in CSV 
format: 

"","Q1","Q2","Q3","Q4" 
"Sales",11300,13220,16550,19230 
"Expenses",12450,12950,13640,13980 
"Profit",-1150,270,2910,5250  

This can be read into a 4-row matrix of text vectors and numbers as follows: 

      BUDGET „ ŒIMPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 
      BUDGET 
             Q1    Q2    Q3    Q4 
 Sales    11300 13220 16550 19230 
 Expenses 12450 12950 13640 13980 
 Profit   ¯1150   270  2910  5250 
 
      ŒDISPLAY BUDGET 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
‡ Ú´Ì        Ú…ÎÌ  Ú…ÎÌ  Ú…ÎÌ  Ú…ÎÌ  Û 
Û Û Û        ÛQ1Û  ÛQ2Û  ÛQ3Û  ÛQ4Û  Û 
Û ÀÎÙ        ÀÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÙ  ÀÎÎÙ  Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÌ                            Û 
Û ÛSalesÛ    11300 13220 16550 19230 Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÙ                            Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ                         Û 
Û ÛExpensesÛ 12450 12950 13640 13980 Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ                         Û 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÌ                           Û 
Û ÛProfitÛ   ¯1150 270   2910  5250  Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ                           Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 

Errors 

If the file import fails because the format does not match what APLX is expecting, the error 
DATA DAMAGED will reported. In addition, a longer text message which gives more 
information will be displayed to the Session window (this is suppressed if error trapping is 
enabled). This example fails because the data is not in SYLK format: 
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      BUDGET „ ŒIMPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 'slk' 
Could not determine bounds of array 
DATA DAMAGED 
      BUDGET„ŒIMPORT 'Budget2007.csv' 'slk' 
             ^ 
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10. Enhanced System Functions 
 

ŒSS String Search/Replace 

The system function ŒSS finds one or more text patterns in a character vector, and optionally 
replaces them with different sub-strings. It can either do a simple search, matching characters 
one-by-one, or search for regular expressions, which allow you to specify sophisticated 
pattern-matching rules in a compact form.  See the separate document Regular Expressions in 
APLX for full details of the regular-expression syntax. 

The right argument is a nested vector of either two or three elements. The first element is the 
character vector in which you want to search (we refer to this as the string). The second 
element contains the pattern or patterns you want to search for. If you are searching for just 
one pattern, it is a character vector. If you are searching for more than one pattern, it is a 
vector of character vectors. (Character scalars are treated as length-one character vectors). 
The optional third element contains replacement sub-strings for search-and-replace 
operations. The optional left argument determines the type of search. 

Monadic form: Simple search 

If the right argument is of length two, then ŒSS returns information about the occurrences of 
the pattern (or patterns) in the string. The exact information returned depends on the type of 
search you are doing. In its simplest form, looking for a single pattern in the string, it returns 
a vector of the positions where the pattern was found in the string: 

      TEXT„'Potatoes are bad for you, very bad.' 
      ŒSS TEXT 'bad' 
14 32 

The pattern 'bad' has been found at character positions 14 and 32. Note: The result returned 
takes account of the index origin, ŒIO. All the examples shown assume an index origin of 1. 

If you supply more than one pattern, then the simple search returns an N by 2 integer matrix, 
where each row corresponds to one match. The first column is the position where the match 
was found. The second column is the pattern number which was found. (Both values take 
account of the index origin, ŒIO) For example: 

      ŒSS TEXT ('bad' 'you') 
14 1 
22 2 
32 1 

This means that three matches were found. The first match was at position 14, where pattern 
1 ('bad') was found. The second match was at position 22, where the second pattern ('you') 
was found. The third match was at position 32, where pattern 1 was found again. 

When used in this monadic form, ŒSS searches for a match, at a given position, by looking at 
each of the patterns in turn (in the order in which they appear in the list). When it finds a 
match, it does not consider any more patterns at that position. Instead, it increments the 
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position by one character, and again looks at each pattern. You can modify the way in which 
this works by supplying a left argument with modifier flags - see below. 

Monadic form: Simple search-and-replace 

If the right argument is of length three, then ŒSS carries out a string-search-and-replace 
operation, returning the original string but with each occurrence of one of the supplied 
patterns replaced by a new sub-string specified in the third element. Like the second element, 
the third element can either be a character vector (in which case all occurrences of any of the 
patterns are replaced by the same sub-string), or it can be a vector of character vectors. In the 
latter case, it should be of the same length as the second element, and it specifies a separate 
replacement sub-string for each of the patterns. For example: 

       ŒSS TEXT 'bad' 'good' 
Potatoes are good for you, very good. 
       ŒSS TEXT ('bad' 'you') ('good' 'me') 
Potatoes are good for me, very good. 
       ŒSS TEXT ('bad' 'you') '***' 
Potatoes are *** for ***, very ***. 

Subject to available workspace, the replacement sub-strings can be of any length. A zero-
length replacement has the effect of deleting all occurrences of the matched pattern from the 
returned string. If the replacement sub-strings are longer than the patterns they replace, the 
returned string will be longer than the original string. 

It is important to order the patterns and sub-strings correctly. When doing a search and 
replace, ŒSS does a replacement as soon as it finds a match for any of the patterns, considered 
in the order in which they appear in the list of patterns. After the replacement, the string 
pointer is incremented past the replacement, and the search starts again. 

Dyadic form 

The optional left argument is either a single integer, or a pair of integers. The first element 
determines the type of search, as follows: 

Value Search type Result (single search) Result (multiple search) Result 
(replace) 

0 Simple search Integer vector of 
match positions 

Nx2 Integer matrix of 
match position, pattern 
number 

Character 
vector 

1 
Regular-
expression 
search 

Nx2 Integer matrix of 
match position, match 
length 

Nx3 Integer matrix of 
match position, match 
length, pattern number 

Character 
vector 

2 
Regular-
expression 
extract 

Nested vector of 
vectors of sub-strings 

Nested vector of vectors of 
sub-strings 

Not 
applicable 
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The second element is an integer which is the sum of a set of flags which modify how the 
search is carried out, as follows: 

Flag Effect Applies to 

1 Case-insensitive search All searches 

2 Stop after the first match position has been found All searches 

4 After finding a match, advance by 1, rather than the length 
of the match 

Any search, but no effect on 
search-and-replace 

8 When doing a multiple search, return all matches at all 
positions, not just the first pattern that matches 

Any search, but no effect on 
search-and-replace 

16 Treat string as multi-line, so ^ matches start of each line. 
rather than start of whole string only Regular-expressions only 

32 Cause a '.' in the pattern to match new-line delimiters Regular-expressions only 

64 Treat only CR as newline Regular-expressions only 

128 Treat only LF as newlines Regular-expressions only 

256 Treat only CR-LF pairs as newlines Regular-expressions only 

For example, if the second element is 5, then the search is case-insensitive and returns all 
matches at each position, not just the first. These options are described in detail below. 

If you omit the left argument, ŒSS carries out a simple, case-sensitive search which advances 
the search position by 1 after each match. This is equivalent to a left argument of 0 4.  

Specifying the search type using the dyadic form of ŒSS 

Search type 0: Simple search 

If the first element of the left argument is zero, ŒSS carries out a simple search, similar to that 
of the monadic case, except that you have control over the exact way the search works, by 
setting options in the second element of the left argument as described below. 

Search type 1: Regular-expression search 

If the first element of the left argument is 1, ŒSS carries out the search by treating the pattern 
(or patterns) as regular expressions. Because regular expressions can match against arbitrary-
length sequences in the string, ŒSS returns the length of each match as well as its position. If 
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you supply only one pattern, the result of a search is an N by 2 matrix, where the first column 
in the position and the second is the length of the match. For example: 

    1  ŒSS 'A pixel color (or colour)' 'colou?r' 
 9 5 
19 6 

In this example, the '?' meta-character in the regular-expression makes the 'u' optional, so ŒSS 
has found a match at position 9 of length 5 ('color'), and a match at position 19 of length 6 
('colour'). (See the separate page on regular expression syntax for details). Contrast this with 
the simple search, which for a single search pattern returns a vector. 

You can also supply multiple regular expressions. In this case, ŒSS returns an N by 3 matrix, 
with the pattern number as the third column: 

    1  ŒSS 'A pixel color (or colour), such as light grey' ('colou?r' 
'gr[ea]y') 
 9 5 1 
19 6 1 
42 4 2 

In this case we have searched for two separate regular-expressions, one which can match 
'color' or 'colour', and one which can match 'gray' or 'grey'. The first was found at positions 9 
and 19, and the second at position 42. 

Note that this is different from supplying a single regular expression which itself can match 
either set of alternatives: 

    1  ŒSS 'A pixel color (or colour), such as light grey' 
'colou?r|gr[ea]y' 
 9 5 
19 6 
42 4 

Replacing matched patterns using regular expressions 

As with simple searches, you can also do search-and-replace using regular expressions. As 
soon as a match is found against any of the regular-expression patterns supplied, it is replaced 
by the corresponding sub-string supplied in the third element of the right argument to ŒSS. 
For example, the regular-expression '<[^>]+>' can be used to match against HTML tags (it 
finds any pattern starting with a left angle bracket, followed by any number of characters 
EXCEPT a right angle bracket, and then followed by a right angle bracket): 

     1 ŒSS '<P>This is <B>bold</B></P>' '<[^>]+>' 
 1 3 
12 3 
19 4 
23 4 

The pattern has matched in four places. By providing a replacement string, we can replace 
any HTML tags found with our own text, or strip them out completely by replacing with an 
empty vector: 
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     1 ŒSS '<P>This is <B>bold</B></P>' '<[^>]+>' '‘' 
‘This is ‘bold‘‘ 
     1 ŒSS '<P>This is <B>bold</B></P>' '<[^>]+>' '' 
This is bold 

When replacing regular expressions, you can also extract sub-strings which matched the 
pattern, and use those in your replacement pattern. Wherever the replacement contains a 
backslash character '\' followed by a digit 0 to 9, the text which gets replaced is extracted 
from the matched text in the original string. '\0' always represents the whole of the original 
part of the string which matched the pattern: 

     1 ŒSS '<P>This is <B>bold</B></P>' '<[^>]+>' '[HTML: \0]' 
[HTML: <P>]This is [HTML: <B>]bold[HTML: </B>][HTML: </P>] 

'\1' to '\9' are replaced by sub-strings in extracted from the matched patterns. These sub-
strings are delimited (in the regular-expression pattern) by being placed in parentheses, and 
the corresponding part of the matched string is used to replace them. Thus, if '\1' appears in 
the replacement sub-string, it is replaced by that part of the original string which matched 
against the first parenthesized part of the pattern: 

     1 ŒSS '<P>This is <B>bold</B></P>' '<([^>]+)>' '[HTML: \1]' 
[HTML: P]This is [HTML: B]bold[HTML: /B][HTML: /P] 

If there is no such sub-string (for example, if we used '\2' in the above replacement 
expression), the inserted sub-string would be empty. If you want to include a literal '\' in the 
replacement string, you need to double it up as '\\'. 

 

Search type 2: Extracting sub-strings from matched regular expressions 

If you supply 2 as the search type, ŒSS again does a regular-expression search. But instead of 
returning the positions of matches, it returns the text of the matches. This can be used to 
rapidly extract all the strings which match a certain pattern. For example, suppose you want 
to extract all valid e-mail addresses from a string, but you don't care where they appear. For 
example, this regular expression can be used to match against most e-mail addresses, if used 
in an case-insensitive search: '\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b'. It 
matches against sequences which begin at a word boundary ('\b'), and comprise a series of 
letters, digits and other characters followed by an '@' sign, then have a series of words 
separated by periods, and end with a two to four letter top-level domain name and a word 
boundary. If we use it in a case-insensitive search, it will find what we want: 

      MAIL„'Try e-mailing bill.gates@microsoft.com or, better, 
jim@microapl.co.uk' 
      1 1  ŒSS MAIL '\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b' 
15 24 
52 18 

The search has found the two e-mail addresses, one (of length 24) at position 15, and the 
other (of length 18) at position 52. 

By using search-type 2, we can extract the actual strings immediately: 
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      2 1  ŒSS MAIL '\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b' 
  bill.gates@microsoft.com   jim@microapl.co.uk 

What gets returned is a nested vector, with one element per match. Each element in turn is a 
nested vector of character vectors. The first is the whole matched pattern, i.e. the equivalent 
of '\0'. There then follows, for each match, the extracted sub-strings for any parenthesized 
sub-patterns in the regular expression, i.e. the equivalent of '\1', '\2' etc. 

In our example above, there are no parenthesized sub-patterns, so we only get one character 
vector for each match: 

    ŒDISPLAY 2 1  ŒSS MAIL '\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b' 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û 
Û Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û Û 
Û Û Ûbill.gates@microsoft.comÛ Û Û Ûjim@microapl.co.ukÛ Û Û 
Û Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û Û 
Û À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 

(Caution: There is one more level of nesting than you might expect here.) So far, this does 
not do anything more than you could do by extracting the matches yourself from the match 
positions and lengths. But if you use parentheses in the pattern, you can use this mechanism 
to extract specific parts of the matches. For example, if we put parentheses around the parts 
of the pattern before and after the '@' sign, we can easily distinguish the name part from the 
server/domain part of the address. Each extracted match will comprise a length three-vector: 

    ŒDISPLAY 1œ¨2 1  ŒSS MAIL '\b([A-Z0-9._%+-]+)@([A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-
Z]{2,4})\b' 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û 
Û Ûbill.gates@microsoft.comÛ Ûjim@microapl.co.ukÛ Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 
    ŒDISPLAY 2œ¨2 1  ŒSS MAIL '\b([A-Z0-9._%+-]+)@([A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-
Z]{2,4})\b' 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Ú…ÎÎÌ Û 
Û Ûbill.gatesÛ ÛjimÛ Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ ÀÎÎÎÙ Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 
    ŒDISPLAY 3œ¨2 1  ŒSS MAIL '\b([A-Z0-9._%+-]+)@([A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-
Z]{2,4})\b' 
Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ 
Û Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Ú…ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÌ Û 
Û Ûmicrosoft.comÛ Ûmicroapl.co.ukÛ Û 
Û ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ ÀÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ Û 
À¹ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÙ 

You can also supply multiple regular-expression patterns when using this form. In this case, 
the result is of the same form; for each match, you get the extracted sub-string or sub-strings 
for the pattern which matched. 
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Using modifier flags to specify how the search should be carried out 

You can modify the way the search is done by providing the second element of the left 
argument as the sum of various modifier flags. These work as follows: 

Case-insensitive search (modifier 1): By default, ŒSS does a case-sensitive search. If you 
supply a modifier flag of 1 (for either a simple or regular-expression search), the search will 
be case-insensitive. This applies both to the ordinary unaccented letters (A to Z and a to z), 
and to accented letters, so that for example È will match against è 

      TEXT„'Potatoes are bad for you, very bad.' 
      0 ŒSS TEXT 'potatoes'        © Case-sensitive search, empty result 
 
      0 1 ŒSS TEXT 'potatoes'      © Case-insensitive search, one match 
1 

Stop at first match position (modifier 2): This flag causes the search to terminate after the 
first match position has been found. In a search operation, this normally means that only one 
match will be returned, but if you have also set flag 8, it is possible that more than one match 
will be returned because more than one pattern matches at the first hit position. For a replace 
operation, this flag has the effect that only the first matched pattern is replaced. 

      0 ŒSS TEXT 'bad' 
14 32 
      0 2 ŒSS TEXT 'bad' 
14 
      0 ŒSS TEXT 'bad' 'good' 
Potatoes are good for you, very good. 
      0 2 ŒSS TEXT 'bad' 'good' 
Potatoes are good for you, very bad. 

After a match, advance the search position by 1 (modifier 4): Without this flag, once it has 
found a match at a given position, the dyadic form of ŒSS advances the starting position for 
the next search to beyond the end of the matched pattern, and starts searching from there, so 
that any given position in the string can appear within at most one match. If you set modifier 
flag 4, it will instead advance the search position by 1. This means that it may find further 
matches which overlay the first match, either from the same pattern or a later pattern in a list 
of multiple patterns. Consider this example: 

      COMPLAINT„'Even my sandwich was sandy.' 
      0 0 ŒSS COMPLAINT ('sand' 'sandy' 'and') 
 9 1 
22 1 

In this example, without the modifier flag 4, the first match it finds is against the pattern 
'sand' at position 9. It then increments the search position to point at the 'w' of 'sandwich', and 
continues searching. It finds 'sand' again at position 22, and then starts searching from the 
final 'y'. As a result, it does not return a match for 'and' at positions 10 and 23. In addition, it 
can never return a match for 'sandy', because it will always find a match for 'sand' first at any 
position which otherwise would match 'sandy'. 

By setting modifier 4, you can cause ŒSS to find further matches of other sub-patterns starting 
within matches already found, in this case the 'and' within 'sand': 
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      0 4 ŒSS COMPLAINT ('sand' 'sandy' 'and') 
 9 1 
10 3 
22 1 
23 3 

Find all matching patterns everywhere in the string (modifier 8): Normally, once it has 
found a match at a given position, ŒSS stops looking for any further matches at the same 
position against any later patterns in the list. Thus, in the previous example, it still did not 
regard 'sandy' as a match at position 22. If you set modifier flag 8, it will also see whether any 
of the other patterns in the supplied list also match at the current position (because they start 
with the same prefix), and it will then advance the search position by 1. The effect is to find 
every possible independent match, including both 'sand' and 'sandy' at position 22: 

      0 8 ŒSS COMPLAINT ('sand' 'sandy' 'and') 
 9 1 
10 3 
22 1 
22 2 
23 3 

Note: Modifiers 4 and 8 have no effect if you are doing a search-and-replace operation, 
because the next search point is always advanced to the character after the replacement. For 
upwards compatibility with previous versions of APLX and APL.68000, the monadic form of 
ŒSS acts as though modifier 4 were set. 

Modifiers 4 and 8 can be used with regular-expression searches, but the results may be very 
strange if you use repeat operations in the pattern. For example, using our e-mail matching 
pattern: 

    2 5  ŒSS MAIL '\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b' 
  bill.gates@microsoft.com   .gates@microsoft.com   gates@microsoft.com   
jim@microapl.co.uk 

Because the '.' in 'bill.gates' is valid as a word delimiter, this has matched at three 
separate places within the same e-mail address, which is probably not what you want! 

Treat string as multi-line, so ^ matches start of each line (modifier 16): This flag applies 
only to regular-expression searches. It is relevant when the string being searched contains 
multiple, independent lines of text delimited by newline characters. If you use a pattern 
containing the '^' or '$' metacharacters (match start or end of line), this flag will cause the 
match to occur on every line, not on the whole string. For example, suppose we have a 
carriage-return delimited list of names. If we don't set this flag, then the string is considered 
as a single piece of text: 

      Composers„'Ludwig Van Beethoven',ŒR,'Richard Wagner',ŒR,'Gustav 
Mahler' 
      Composers 
Ludwig Van Beethoven 
Richard Wagner 
Gustav Mahler 
 
      1 1 ŒSS Composers '^[A-Z]+' 
1 6 
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      1 1 ŒSS Composers '\b[A-Z]+$' 
44 6 
      2 1 ŒSS Composers '^[A-Z]+' 
  Ludwig 
      2 1 ŒSS Composers '\b[A-Z]+$' 
  Mahler 

The '^' and '$' meta-characters have matched only at the start and end of the whole string. 
By adding modifier flag 16, we can treat the three lines individually:  

      1 17 ŒSS Composers '^[A-Z]+' 
 1 6 
22 7 
37 6 
      1 17 ŒSS Composers '\b[A-Z]+$' 
12 9 
30 6 
44 6 
      2 17 ŒSS Composers '^[A-Z]+' 
  Ludwig   Richard   Gustav 
      2 17 ŒSS Composers '\b[A-Z]+$' 
  Beethoven   Wagner   Mahler 

By default, any of CR, LF, or CR-LF pairs are treated as newlines, so text originating on 
Windows, MacOS and Unix-style systems can be handled automatically. You can force the 
search to treat only one of these possibilities as a valid newline by including modifier 64 (CR 
only), 128 (LF only) or 256 (CR-LF pairs only). 

Cause a '.' in the pattern to match new-line delimiters (modifier 32): Normally, the period 
('.') wild-card character does not match a newline character. This flag forces it to do so. 

Technical considerations 

Performance 

For simple searches with a single search pattern, ŒSS uses the Boyer-Moore-Horspool 
algorithm, which is extremely fast for most combinations of strings and patterns. Long 
patterns are generally faster to search for. 

For simple searches with multiple search patterns, ŒSS uses a simple search algorthm with 
optimizations, so performance should remain good for reasonable numbers of search patterns. 

Case-insensitive searching will be slightly slower than case-sensitive searches. Regular-
expression searching is slower than the equivalent simple searches. 

Regular-expression search engine 

The regular-expression search engine used in APLX is based on version 7.1 of Perl 
Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE), an open-source product written by Philip Hazel of 
the University of Cambridge. See the Legal Notice which applies to PCRE. 

The maximum length of string which can be searched using regular expressions is 2GB (on 
64-bit versions of APLX, simple string searches can be done on strings longer than 2GB). 

http://www.pcre.org/
http://www.pcre.org/
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ŒNREAD ŒNWRITE ŒNREPLACE ŒNAPPEND 

 
The native–file functions now support reading and writing in UTF-8 format (8-bit Unicode, 
with a variable number of bytes per character).  The data conversion code for UTF-8 is 8. 
 
In addition,  ŒNAPPEND and ŒNREPLACE now take an optional extra parameter, which is the 
data conversion code (as already implemented for  ŒNWRITE). 
 
 

ŒWE 

 
ŒWE has been extended to allow the right argument to be a scalar reference to a window, as an 
alternative to a character vector.  The effect is that ŒWE will continue processing events until 
the window is closed.  For example: 
 
    �START;X;Main 
[1] ⍝ Create top-level window and wait for events 
[2]  Main←'⎕' ⎕NEW 'Window'      ⍝ Create the main window 
[3]  CreateControls              ⍝ Create controls 
[4]  X←1 ⎕WE Main                ⍝ Process events 
    ∇ 
 
 
Note that the last line could have alternatively been written using a character vector (the 
internal name of the window) as the right argument: 
 
 X←1 ⎕WE Main.name
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11. New System Commands 
 

)CLASSES (first (last)) 

Lists the names of the user-defined classes in the current workspace. If the command is 
followed by a character or group of characters, the list gives the names of all functions 
beginning with that character or group of characters onwards (the parameter first, used on its 
own). A second character or group of characters after the command (the parameter last) is 
used to end the list of names. Names are shown in alphabetic order, fully sorted. 

             )CLASSES 
       Point   Polygon Rectangle  Sphere    Triangle       
             )CLASSES S 
       Sphere  Triangle 
             )CLASSES Pol R 
       Polygon Rectangle 

See also ŒCLASSES, which returns a list of user-defined classes and references to external  

 

)REPARENT class parent 

)REPARENT allows you to change the parent of an internal (user-defined) class. 

The first argument is the name of the class which you want to re-parent. The second is the 
name of the class which will be the new parent. 

Other than the restriction that the new parent class must not be descended from the class you 
are modifying, there is nothing to prevent you from re-parenting a class arbitrarily. However, 
the main use for )REPARENT is for inserting an extra level into the class hierarchy. For 
example, if you have a class Car which inherits from Vehicle, you might want to create a 
new class MotorVehicle which inherits from Vehicle, and re-parent Car so that it now 
inherits from MotorVehicle: 

      )CLASSES 
Car     MotorVehicle    Vehicle 
      ŒCLASS Car 
{Car} {Vehicle} 
      ŒCLASS MotorVehicle 
{MotorVehicle} {Vehicle} 
      )REPARENT Car MotorVehicle   
      ŒCLASS Car 
{Car} {MotorVehicle} {Vehicle} 

Any existing instances of the class will be unaffected except that any properties which are not 
valid in the new version of the class (because they were inherited from the old parent but are 
not inherited from the new parent) will be lost. 
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12. Zilde 
For compatibility with other APL interpreters, APLX Version 4 implements ‘Zilde’. 

Zilde (symbol ⍬, on keyboard Shift-AltGr-T) is a primitive constant, which contains an 
empty numeric vector. It is equivalent to ¼0 or 0½0. 

      X„⍬ 
      ½X 
0 
      X¦0½0 
1 
      X¦'' 
0 
      ŒDISPLAY ''     © Empty character vector 
Ú´Ì 
Û Û 
ÀÎÙ 
      ŒDISPLAY ⍬      © Empty numeric vector 
Ú´Ì 
Û0Û 
À~Ù 
      3†⍬ 
0 0 0 
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13. New Structured-Control Error handling 
 

Error Trapping using :Try.. :CatchIf.. :CatchAll 

Syntax: 

:Try 
... 
[:CatchIf <boolean expression>] 
... 
[:CatchAll] 
... 
:EndTry  

The block of code following the :Try keyword is executed, until either an error occurs, or a 
:CatchIf, :CatchAll, :End or :EndTry is encountered. 

If no error has occurred within the :Try block, execution transfers to the statement after the 
:End or :EndTry.  

If an error occurs in the :Try block (either in the statements in this function, or in any 
functions called from it), control transfers to the first :CatchIf statement, and the expression 
is evaluated. If it is true, the block of code following the :CatchIf is executed, and execution 
then resumes after the :EndTry or :End. If the expression is false, the same procedure is 
followed for any further :CatchIf blocks in the sequence. If none of the tests is true, the 
:CatchAll block (if any) is executed. It is permissible to have as many :CatchIf sections as 
you like. 

Typically, you use the :CatchIf statement to catch specific types of error, by looking at 
ŒLER or  ŒET. 

:Try/:Catch blocks can be nested.  
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14. Enhancements to System Classes (ŒWI) 
 

Data exchange with Excel and other applications via clipboard 

For the System object, the contents property represents the contents of the clipboard as an 
APL array. For example, you can copy a range of cells from Excel to the Clipboard, and read 
it into APL as a numeric or nested array. The clipboard formats which are accepted when you 
read this property are (in order of preference): 

1. The APLX binary format 
2. SLK (Spreadsheet format) 
3. SLK (Comma Separated Variables) 
4. TSV (Tab Separated Variables) 

If none of these formats is found, a text vector is returned. 

If you write an array to the contents property, APLX will make the data available on the 
clipboard in the following formats: 

1. The APLX binary format, which supports any arbitrary array but is supported by APLX 
only 
2. HTML, as a table (two-dimensional arrays only) 
3. Unicode text (monadic format of the array) 
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15. Entering APL symbols using QuickSym 
 

The QuickSymTM feature of APLX v4 allows you to enter special APL symbols without using 
a special keyboard layout. By pressing a single key (the 'Menu' key in Windows, which is 
usually to the right of the space bar next to the Ctrl key, or a function key - by default F1 - 
under MacOS), you can bring up a panel which displays the APL symbols: 

 

You can now enter one or more APL symbols by using the mouse to click on the 
corresponding image in the QuickSym pop-up window. To assist in selecting the character, 
hovering the mouse over a symbol brings up a brief description of what it does (if it has one-
argument and two-argument forms which have different functions, these will be shown on 
separate lines). 

Using the keyboard with the QuickSym window 

The QuickSym window is designed so that it is there when you need it, but gets out of the 
way when you don't. Once you have displayed the QuickSym window, the keyboard behaves 
as follows: 

• Any key which produces a printing character behaves as normal. This means that you 
can freely mix typing at the keyboard, and using the mouse to enter symbols from the 
QuickSym window. For example, with the line shown in the picture, the user has 
typed xx and then brought up the QuickSym window. By using the mouse to select 
the assignment arrow „ (in the bottom left corner), and then typing 32, the line will 
read xx„32 

• Pressing Enter (or Return) closes the QuickSym window. The keystroke is passed to 
the underlying window. Thus, in the above example, if the user now presses Enter, the 
QuickSym window will disappear, and the line of APL xx„32 will be executed. 
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• Backspace and Delete act in the normal way, and do not close the QuickSym window. 
This means you can easily correct mistakes in the line you are entering. 

• The cursor movement keys (Cursor Left, Cursor Right, Cursor Up, Cursor Down, 
Page Up, Page Down, and if appropriate Home and End) allow you to navigate 
around the QuickSym window by using the keyboard rather than the mouse. The 
currently-selected character will be highlighted in the display. Pressing Ctrl-Enter 
(Cmd-Enter on the Macintosh) inserts the currently-selected character in the line you 
are entering, without closing the QuickSym window. 

• Pressing the Help key (F1 on Windows, Ctrl-H on Linux) brings up the APLX Help 
page for the selected character. 

• The Escape key, or pressing the Menu or function key again, closes the QuickSym 
pop-up, without having any other effect. 

• Any other key closes the QuickSym window, and is ignored. 

The contextual menu 

Right-clicking on a character in the QuickSym Window (or click-and-hold on the Macintosh) 
brings up a pop-up menu: 

 

This offers the following options: 

• 'Help on symbol' brings up the APLX Help page for the selected symbol (this is the 
same as pressing F1 under Windows, or the Help key under MacOS, when you have 
selected a symbol with the cursor keys). If the symbol has more than one Help page, 
there will normally be a link on the page which appears. If the symbol does not have a 
Help page, this option will be disabled. 

• 'Copy symbol to clipboard' puts the selected character into the clipboard. This is 
useful if you just want to copy an APL character to another application. 
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• 'Show symbol on keyboard' brings up the keyboard layout window, with the key on 
which the character appears highlighted. This is very useful if you are familiarising 
yourself with the APL keyboard layout, or are used to a different APL layout: 
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16. User-interface enhancements 
 

General Array Editor 

APLX Version 4 includes a powerful new General Array Editor.  Subject to available 
memory, this allows you to edit almost any simple, mixed or nested APL array, the only limit 
being that the array cannot exceed 5 dimensions.  You can edit any element, and if you wish 
restructure it (for example, convert a numeric scalar element to a three-dimensional nested 
array).  You can also restructure the whole array.  The editor also supports editing arrays 
containing object references. 
 
You can invoke the editor in the same ways as editing text variables under previous versions 
of APLX.  These ways include: 
 
• Right-clicking (or click-and-hold under MacOS) on a variable name in the session 

window, and selecting Edit Variable 
• Selecting the name of the variable and pressing Ctrl-E (Cmd-E under MacOS) 
• Choosing ‘Edit Function/Variable/Class’ from the Edit menu 
• Using the )EDIT system command or ŒEDIT system function. 
 
Arrays of up to 2 dimensions are edited as a simple grid (for numeric, mixed or nested arrays) 
or in a text edit control (for character arrays).  In the grid view, simple elements (numeric 
scalars, character scalars and short character vectors) can be edited in-situ (just select the cell 
and type the new value): 
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More complex elements can be edited by clicking on the Edit Element button, or by double-
clicking on the cell.  This brings up a new general-edit window (this time as a modal dialog), 
which allows you to edit the sub-array contained in that cell.  This process is recursive, so 
you can edit arrays of any depth.  In this example, we start with a small nested array: 
 
     NEST„2 3½2.3 'Some Text' (?3 4½12) (4.5 6.7 8.9) (3 4½ŒA) (3 4 5½¼60) 
     )EDIT NEST 
 

 
 
The first two cells can be edited in-situ.  The remaining cells cannot, because they are not 
simple scalars or short character vectors (the editor displays a mini-summary of the first few 
rows of the contents).  For example, notice that the last cell is a three-dimensional numeric 
array.  Double-clicking on that cell, or pressing Edit Element, brings up a new window which 
allows you to edit that sub-array: 
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This screenshot also shows how arrays of dimension higher than 2 are handled; a set of tab 
controls is used to selected the higher dimensions.  There will be one row of tabs for each 
dimension greater than 2, up to a maximum of 5 dimensions. 
 
You can also copy a range of cells to the clipboard (to select a range, hold the shift key down 
and click, or use the arrow keys with the shift-key down).  You can then paste that data into 
another application such as Excel or Word, or into a different place in the editor (the array 
will be enlarged if necessary to hold the new data, unless it is part of a higher-dimension 
array).  Conversely, you can copy a range of cells in Excel, and paste the data into the 
General Array Editor. (See below for more details on clipboard data exchange). 
 
The General Array Editor also includes a powerful multi-level Undo facility.  Press Ctrl-Z 
(Cmd-Z under MacOS), or select Undo from the Edit menu, to undo the last change.  This 
applies even to operations which change the structure of the array. 
 
The other controls on the editor allow you to insert or delete rows/columns, or to restructure 
the array completely, by changing its rank, shape and/or type.  If the variable contains an 
object reference, you can edit the properties of the corresponding object (provided it is user-
defined) by clicking on the Edit Instance button. 

 Class Editor 

The APLX Class Editor allows you to edit an APL (user-defined) class.  It is invoked in the 
same ways as the Function Editor (for functions, operators or individual methods), or General 
Array editor for variables (see above)..  It looks somewhat similar to the Workspace 
Explorer.  In the pane on the left it lists the members (methods, properties and constructor) of 
the class.  If you select one of the members in the tree-view, you can edit it in-situ in the 
panel on the right.  If no member is currently selected, the class editor displays a summary of 
the class members. 
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Selecting a method (or constructor) in the left-hand pane displays the ordinary function editor 
in the right-hand pane: 
 

  
Similarly, selecting a property in the left-hand pane brings up the General Array Editor in the 
right-hand pane: 
 

 
 
 
If nothing is selected, or if you select one of the top-level nodes (‘Methods’, ‘Properties’ or 
‘Constructor’, a summary of the class members (and any members it inherits) is displayed on 
the right; however, this is for information only and is not directly editable: 
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You can add a new member to the class by right-clicking (click-and-hold under MacOS) on 
the left panel, or by using the File menu.  The File menu also has items for re-parenting the 
class, or for erasing the currently-selected member from the class definition. 
 
The Attributes menu allows you to set the Scope (public or private) of the currently-selected 
member.  For properties, it also allows you to specify whether the property is read-write or 
read-only, and whether it is an instance property or a class-wide property. 
 

Instance Editor 

Within the General Array Editor, the variable may contain an object reference.  If you select 
the corresponding cell, and click on the Edit Instance button, a new window will open which 
allows you to edit the properties of the corresponding object.  The properties will be listed in 
the left-hand pane, and the General Array Editor allows you to edit the corresponding 
property values in the right-hand pane  (note that this is not the same as editing a class, 
although the window looks somewhat similar).   This applies only to internal (user-defined) 
objects. 

Data Exchange via the Clipboard 

You can now copy and paste arrays in various formats for exchange with Excel and other 
applications, between APL sessions, and within the General Array Editor.  For example, in 
the session window, you can right-click on the name of a variable, and copy the data 
(including numeric and nested arrays) to the clipboard: 
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If you select ‘Copy Data to Clipboard’, the contents of the variable will be saved to the 
clipboard, in the formats (a) APLX binary format, (b) HTML, and (c) Unicode text.  You can 
then paste the data into the APLX General Array Editor, or into another application such as 
Excel or Word.   
 
For applications other than APLX, only two-dimensional data  can be copied in this way, but 
the tabular structure will be retained and numeric data will remain numeric if the target 
application supports it (for example, Excel).  The data would appear in Microsoft Word as a 
table.  For a nested array, any elements which are not scalars or character vectors will be 
converted to text (monadic format) form.  
 
You can also write data to the clipboard within the APLX General Array Editor by selecting a 
range of cells, and choosing Copy from the Edit menu (You select a range of cells by clicking 
in one corner of the range to select it, and then shift-clicking on the opposite corner.  You can 
also use the arrow keys, whilst holding down the shift key):  
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In the above screen shot, after choosing Copy, you could either paste the selected cells into a 
different location in the General Array Editor, or paste them into a spreadsheet (such as Excel 
or OpenOffice Calc) as a range of numeric cells, or into a word-processing application (such 
as Word or OpenOffice Writer) as a table. 
 
Enhancements to Workspace Explorer and Edit windows to support class methods and 
properties 
 

New Workspace-Search Feature, and Regular Expression Searches  

The Edit menu now has a new item Search Workspace... This allows you to search all 
unlocked functions, operators, and class methods in the workspace.  You can search for either 
a simple string, or a regular expression. 
 
In this screen shot, we are searching (in workspace 10 HELPQWI) for a case-insensitive 
regular expression, to find any string beginning with DEMO_ followed by either C or P: 
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This brings up the following Search Results window: 
 

 
 

The matches are shown in the upper pane; as you select each line (or click on the up/down 
arrows on the top right), the corresponding text is shown in context in the lower pane.  You 
can of course edit the text directly in the lower pane.  You can also specify a replacement 
string (or regular expression replacement) in ‘Replace’ edit box; clicking on the Replace 
button then makes the replacement and moves on to the next match. 
 
See the separate document Regular Expressions in APLX for more information on regular-
expression searches.  Note that regular expressions can now also be used in the ordinary Find 
dialog for searching within a single window’s contents. 
 

Enhancements to Keyboard Layout window  

The Keyboard Layout window now allows you to change the font size.  Also, under 
Windows, there is a new shortcut Shift-F1 which brings up the Keyboard Layout.  
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